Varios for '92

FLiGHTCOMp II

Treat yourself .....

ALTIMETER - VARIOMETER

• I5mm LCD Altimeter Display to 20,000 feet
• Analog Variometer Display +/- 1000 ft/min
• Temperature and Altitude Compensated
• Universal Clamp fits Standard and Flared Bars

Australian Made - $560 rrpf

BRAUNIGER (Germany)

CALL Today for more Information
Universal Camera Mount - $75

For many years BRAUNIGER have built a
reputation in Europe and Japan for excellence
in design and function. NOW they are
available in Australia! Ask anyone who has
flown with one and they will only recommend
them. They all have the unique circular LCD
Variometer and Digital Altitude display. All
models are for use on Hanggliders or
Paragliders. ASI and Flight Recording are
options. Models PII, PIlI, LCD VI, LCD VII.
German design and quality. From $710.

Phone I Fax
(02) 982 4349

Distributed by:

TRIUS
TECHNOLOGY

Dealer Enquiries Welcome

Also avilable from:
High Adventure - (065) 56 5265
Air Support - (02) 450 2674
Jim Allen - (02) 938 3961

PO Box 634 Dee Why NSW 2099 Australia
Hang Gliding Federation of Australia Inc
PO Box 558, Turnut NSW 2720
Phone/Fax: (069) 47 2888
Assisted by the Austra lian Sports Commission
office use only

Membership Application
Name:

PhoneHm

. . . . . . . Address:
Occupation:

State:

Wk

Sex: M/F

. Postcode:
Birthdate:

Payment Details: $

. Cheque / Money Order / Mastercard / Bankcard / Visa

Expiry Date:

. Card #:

Signature:
HGFA Schedule of Fees
$125 Flying(FULL) Membership
$20
PHG Pilots Insurance Levy

$15
Trial Instructional Hights
7 Days Insurance cover for 7 days only, paid to the instructor and recorded on the HGFA llF Fonn.

Full annual membership provides 12 "Skysai) or" issues. Third Party Liability insurance, HGFA
Ucence and Endorsements as appropriate and full votingprivilegcs at the Club level. A copy of
the current Operations Manual and a complimentary HGFA Pil ot's Log Book.

$50
$25
$15

Additional fee • FIRST additional Flying Member

$50

Non Flying Member. 12 months membership for non-f) ying members, 12 issues of "Skysailor"
and voting privileges.

$70
$15
$35
$25
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Additional fee· All. other Hying Members
Additional fee· Non Flying Members
Family members in this category receive full voting rights and licences, etc as appropriate
"Skysailor " will onJy be sent to the nominated FUll.. member of the same address.

'Skysailor' Subscription (Australia)

Students are to be under direct HGFA Instructor supervision.
Can onJy be issued once and the student bas no other benefits.

$45

Short Term Membership (SThI)
This membership is for students undertaking a full training programme. The STM can onJy be
renewed once and provides 4 months Third Party Insu rance, 3 issues of "S kysailor", privileges of
attaining a Student or Novice Certificate and the HGFA Pilot Log Book.

$25

Visiting Pilot Membership
Adequate insurance cover and licence qualifications are required prior to issue of this membership. The membership is valid for 4 months with no other privileges.

$45

Visiting Pilot Membership with insurance levy.
This membership is for visiting pilots without adequate Third Party Insurance Cover. The membership is valid for 4 months with no other privileges.

$5

FAI licence issue

Additional fee· Overseas 'Skysail or" (Surface Air lifted)
Additional fee· Overseas 'Skysai lor" (Airmai l)
Late Payment· Achninistrative Fee
Reinstatement of licences, voting rights, National Ladder poi nts and back issues of "Skysailor" if
membership lapses beyond 2 mon1hs of renewal date (30th June each year) .

Pro rata fees app ly only to new members or short term members applying for
FULL membersblp .
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kysailor appears 12 times per year as a
service to members. For non-members
living in Australia the subscription is Aus. $50 pa.
Overseas magazine subscription is Aus. $65
(sent SAL), Aus $95 Airmaail. Cheques should
be made payable to and sent to HGFA.
Contributions are needed. Articles ,
photographs and illustrations are all acceptable
although the editor reserves the right to edit or
delete contributions where necessary.
Articles of unknown origin will NOT be published
and all contributions should be accompanied by
the contributor's name, address and HGFA number for verification purposes.
Neither HGFA nor the editor assume responsibility for the material or opinions presented in
Skysailor.
Copyright in Skysailor is vested in the HGFA.
Copyright in articles and other contributions is
vested in each of the authors in respect of their
contribution.

S

DEADUNE
15th of the month (for the following month's
Issuel) for contributions, market place, etc.
Market place is free to financial members please quote your number - otherwise a charge
of $5 per ad is applicable

ADVERTISING
Advertising rates are available from the Editor.
All ads must be paid in advance. Layout,
separations and extra work incur additional
cost.

Skysallor Contributions
All Skysallor contributions should be sent
to:

Marie Jeffery
PO Box 401

ALSTONVILLE 2477
Fax: (066) 280356
Ph: (066) 280356
8am-8pm

Keep the articles comlngll
We will give $50 per month for the best cover
photo sent in. It can be a black and white,
colour photo or slide.
All photos will be sent back if requested.
Please supply a stamped, self addressed envelope for their return.

ADDRESSES
All correspondence, including membership
renewals, short term memberships, rating
forms and other administrative matters should
be sent to:
HANG GLIDING FED. OF AUSTRALIA
PO Box 558
TUMUT NSW 2720
Tel (069) 472 888
PRESIDENT
Richard Reitzin
Ph (02) 2353033 W
or (02) 3651533 H
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Ian Jarman
(069) 472 888

For information about ratings, sites and other
local matters, contact the appropriate state association/region or club.
Southern Region NSW
25 Beverley Ave
Warilla NSW 2528
Pres. James Nathaniel
Sec. Harry Docking
Tres. Debbie Nathaniel
Safety & Training:
Mark Mitsos
Jo McNamara

(042) 971923
(042) 967796
(042) 971923
(042) 674570,
(042) 942305

NSWHGA Inc Steve Hocking, 19 Gladswood
gds, Double Bay NSW 2028, (02) 3274484
AClliGA
PO Box 3496
Manuka 2603
Sec. Peter Moore
(06)2474051
Pres. Grant Heaney
(06) 2979081
Nth Qld: Warwick Gill
(070) 537768

Sth Qld
PO Box 149
Kenmore Q 4069
Phil Pritchard
018761193
James Christenson,
Sec. & PR
(07) 2026342 H
8642788 W

VicHGA
PO Box 400
Prahran 3181
Sec. John Twomey
(03) 3976033 H

HGAWA
PO Box 82
South Perth 6151
Sec. Sarah Armstrong
(09) 3142749

SAHGA
1 Sturt St
Adelaide 5000
Sec. Rob Woodward
(08) 2130600

TasHGA
31 Hillside Cres
West Launceston 7250
Sec. Steve Cameron
(003) 311561 H
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Jason Burns
Typing, Typesetting
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Marie Jeffery
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Quality Plus, Ballina

FRONT COVER
Steve Wood at Toodyay, WA
photo by Ruth Allison

CLUBS
Canungra Hang
Gliding Club (Bris.)
Pres. Jon Durand
(075) 333611
Sec. Sonia Jones
(075) 762225

Kosciusko Alpine
Paragliding Club
ProGuenther Janssen
(064) 562276
Sec. Stuart Andrews
(064) 576190
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Central Coast HG
Club (NSW)
Pres: Aif Piper
(043) 631278
V.Pres: Bob Bentley
(043) 331812
Sec: Duncan Brown
(043) 328334
2nd Wed Tuggerah
Lakes Mem Club
lIIawarra Hang
Gliding Club Inc
Meet: lIIawarra
Yacht Club 1st Wed
Pres Tom Reinhold
(042) 971852
Sec Warwick Kelly
(042) 261707
Stanwell Park Club
Pres. Derrick Inglis
(042) 942305
Sec. Chris Boyce
(042) 942545
meet 6pm 1st Sun
ea month
Gladstone HG Club
PO Box 332
Gladstone Q 4680
Pres. Colin McGree
(079) 723595
Sec. Craig Anderson
Northern Beaches
HG Club (Sydney)
Pres: John Hajje
(02) 9822635
Sec: Peter Cairns
(02) 4162370
Central West HG Club
Pres - Len Paton
(068) 537220
Sec. Jenny Ganderton
(068) 537220
Tres. Mark Madden
(063) 622927

North East Victorian
HG Club Inc
Brian Webb
(057) 551753
Cudgegong Valley
HG Club
Sec. Geoff Eustace
(063) 722432
Capricorn Skyrlders
Club
Brian Smith
Rockhampton
(079) 287858
Shane Newell
Yeppoon
(079) 393769
Byron Bay H.G. Club
Pres. Ric Caster
(066) 280356
Sec. Shirley Lake
(066) 858147
meet 1stWed
each month
Cairns Hang Gliding
Club (Qld)
Nev Akers
(070) 512438 W
Warwick Gill
(070) 537768 H
Sunshine Coast HG
Club (Qld)
Sec. Robert Keen
(074) 455642
Pres. Ron Rimkus
(074) 821664
Upper Blue Mts
HG Club
Pres Glen Thompson
(063) 531239
Sec. Lucas Trihey
(047) 871480

Mid North Coast HG
Assoc (NSW)
Newcastle HG Club
Pres. Craig Worth
Pres Richard McWhinney (065) 592713
(049) 549415
Sec. Grant Armstrong
(065) 537095 H
Sec. Jeff Blunt
(049) 585113
Fx (065) 835972 W
"PG" Ian Ladyman
Ben Leonard
(049) 498946
(065) 821966
Sutton Forest Flyers
Pres. Don Farrar
Lower Blue Mts
(042) 840221 H
HG Club
Sec. David Jones
Sec. Nigel Felton
(02) 6288379
(048) 611699W
Treas. David Middleton (048) 894182H
(02) 6236961
Southern H.G. Club
Sky High
Pres. Russell Dobson
(03) 5445658 1st Tues
Paragliding Club
Pres. Scott Beresford
Anchor & Hope T av
(03) 4575173 ah
Church St
Richmond
Sec. Julie Beresford
(03) 45751 73 ah
Townsville Hang
Eastern H.G. Club
Gliding Assoc.
Peter Batchelor
Pres Graeme Etherton
(03) 7353095
(077) 733580
Greg Withers
Tres. Brad Cooper
(03) 8763981 meet
(077) 792353
3rd Wed Olinda
Hotel, Main St
Whitsundays HG CI.
Pres. David Redman
Lilydale (n. rail line)
(079) 552740
Sec. Ron Huxhagon
Dalwalllnu HG Club
Pres. Andrew Humphries (079) 552913
(09) 3816053
Sec. Mathew Tehan
Far Sth Coast HGC
(09) 33541 00
Anthony Orman
(044) 762098
BobChidgey
(044) 711765
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Hello once again! I think the biggest news
for the month is that the HGFA calendar is
finished! It looks fantastic, and with 18
months of hang gliding and paragliding
photos to hang on your wall , it's defmiteIy
value for money. Thanks once more to all
who contributed; unfortunately we couldn't
use every shot submitted. For those of you
who noted that trike photos were missing,
now is the time to start snapping for the next
calendar. Ian Jarman has boxes of calendars
just waiting for you to send in your order. I
believe that by the time you read this, the
Australian Open video will also be available.
I would like to draw your attention to the
fact that the Skysailor fax number has
changed and is now the same as my phone
number i.e. 066 280356. There will be
times when I am not home and the phone
will be diverted to the secretarial service, in
which case your fax will not transmit. If

your fax is urgent, I suggest you use
the old fax number: 066 281988.
In this issue you will note two articles reprinted from the American
Hang Gliding. As I receive very little
technical information on instruments
or flying, I thought" Alternate Instruments" would be of interest to those
pilots intent on perfecting their flying
skills by whatever means available. I
also hope that you will get a good
laugh out of "The Next Twenty
Years?"; I know I did. For those who
subscribe to Hang Gliding, I hope you
will understand that there are many pilots
out there who don't subscribe and therefore
miss out on some very good reading.
Skysailor needs more articles and
photos!! There should be some grea t stories
from last summer's flying, so don'tbe shy,
flood Skysailor's letterbox! If you have access to a computer (IBM compa tible), even

•

better. I can use 5.25" or 3.5" disks, and
import most word processing packages.
Safe Flying,
Marie

New Skysailor Fax No.: 066 280356
Birthday? Anniversary?
Can't find that perfect gift?
Look no further!
Now available from HGFA
Support your sport
Official HGFA T-shirt featuring breast pocket, colour logo and quote on the back
Cap
Coffee mug
Leather Key Ring - metal with full colour enamel logo
Metal Lapel Badge
Car stickers
Embroidered badge
Book, ' Hang Gliding for Beginner Pilots' - every pilot should have one on their bookshelf
Full Colour 1992/93 HGFA calendar - now available!
Auastralian Open video

C~19.95-

.

9.00
6.95
5.95
4.00
2.00
2.95
50.00
19.95
39.95

Please add $2.50 pp for all orders or $7.00 pp if order includes book

HGFA, PO Box 558, Tumut NSW 2720, Ph/Fx: 069-472888
Discounts available for bulk purchases
Cheque, money order, bankcard, visa and mastercard accepted, Phone orders welcome
Actual prices may vary from those shown. Terms: payment with order. Delivery 14 days when ex stock.
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On another matter, my girlfriend and I will go travelling around
Australia, starting sometime next month. Finally our dreams will
come true. We will be on the road for about one year, or as long as
the money goes. Of course, I will also take my paraglider with me,
and I hope we will meet a lot of fellow pilots (Jellyfish and frame
breakers) on our way. Until then safe flying.

Felix Burkhard
Marie
I spent 2 months flying in Australia last winter (your summer 1991)
and it has taken me more than a year to write to Skysailor.
I really want to thank everybody I knew down there for their help,
friendliness and hospitality. Special thanks to Brett and Brian from
the Central Coast Hang Gliding Club and to Ted (the Kiwi) from
South Coast Paragliding. Many thanks also to the guys from
Enterprise Wings who helped me a lot with transporting to and
licensing my 139 Combat here in Austria.
Sitting here in cold Vienna , I take a yearning look at the slides
of my Australian holidays. I remember flying at Stanwell Park, Hill
60, Moonee Beach, Byron Bay, Murmungee (give my regards to
the eagle!), Bright and all the other sites I've been.
I'm sure I will come again. Maybe flying some of the competitions (Flatlands or Corryong Cup). If any of you want to fly in
Europe especially Austria, and need help, here's the address of our
club:
Licenced to Fly Ing. Gerhard Wenty, Liniengasse 11/21, 1060
Vienna, Austria, phone 0222/59 71 021 or Andi Hadacek,
r-----~~~~~~==~------------------------~
Edenstr. 26, 1140 Vienna, phone 0222/94 74833.
High Skies
Andi

1992

Dear Ed
Now that my right hand is again in working order, after my
second broken arm suffered in the name of hang gliding, I should
like to thank a few people for their kindness after I towed into
the ground instead of into the air at Forbes in February.
Firstly, Judith Goldsmith (I hope I got the surname right) for
generous amounts of morphine (it can make breaking an arm
almost seem fun!) and professional care; secondly, Charlie
Armor for missing out on a good Sunday 's flying to drive me
home; thirdly, everyone in the Otford/Stanwell Park Air Forces
for their help - Andrew for his patience (again!), Jo for her
comfrey, Greg for the hours of chess (sorry I kept beating you),
Bernie for doing all the dishes (again!), and everyone else for
their good wishes.
Itching for a fly ... next summer!
HeienJe/fs, 51639
Dear Marie
I am a paraglider pilot, living in Australia now for three years. I
wasn't really excited, when I saw Adam 's cartoon on page 26 of
the February edition of Skysailor. But here I have something,
which will shut them up... (see article on page 12)

USA Summer
Flying Tour
20 July to 3 August
(return date flexible)
Expected price of Aus $2000 will include:
airfare, transport, accommodation
Read about last year's tour in February Skysailor
(page 20) and contact

Last Wednesday, when I got home, I found the latest issue of
the Swiss news paper "Tages Anzeiger" in my letter box. I
subscribe to that special foreign edition. Imagine my excitement
when I read the enclosed article? Well, I hope you are as
enthusiastic as I am, and you will find a spot for it in Skysailor.
May 1992
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Tony Armstrong
Active Air Sports

042 - 942584
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drop and balloon bust comp, toilet roll drop 95.32, followed
by scoring and presentation.
For entry forms and further info, contact Joe Scott, Sky
Limit Sports Aviation, 113 Goulds Lane, Clybucca NSW
2440, Phone (065) 650042

International Competition of Hang Gliding
for the SOOth Birthday of the first climb of
Mont Aiguille
Trieves, France, 9-12 July 1992
Fee - 1,000 French Francs
Pilots will be limited to 20 French and 20 foreign.
Send registration to: Alain Folmer, rue Louis Rippert,
38710 MENS (France), Ph: 76.34.61.12
Registration forms and further information may be obtained
from Skysailor.

US Nationals Hang Gliding Championships
Telluride, Colorado

The Inaugural New South Wales
Trike Championships

September 5 - 12

Location: Kempsey NSW
Date: 22th to 24th May 1992
Entry fee: $125
All aircraft to be inspected for airworthiness, upkeep and finish
Tasks, over 3 days, include: XC navigation with overnight camp,
short takeoff, touchdown at manned turnpoints, duration depending
on weather, touch & go, engine off landings, spot landing, bomb

Offering world class flying in conjunction with the Telluride Film
Festival from September 5-7 following by the Telluride Hang
Gliding Festival from September 14-19.
Book your accommodation early!
For more info contact: Nick Kennedy, PO Box 1026, Telluride,
CO 81435 (303) 7283905.

Eungella 1992
Main face, Talbingo - photo by Paul Geissler (deceased)

27 September to 4 October inclusive
All pilots must have a data back camera. UHF radio will also be
required.
All enquiries phone secretary Ron Huxhagen on (079) 552913 or
Fax (079) 511648

South East Queensland Regionals
10 - 17 October with the 18th as a reserve
Tentative venue - Killarney
Contact Phil Pritchard 018 761193

Australian Competition Calendar
Proposed competition dates for 1992/93 season
Victorian Open!Bogong Cup, 28 December 1992 - 5 January
1993
Flatlands, 8 to 17 January 1993
Australian Open, 19 to 27 January 1993
1993 Australian Paragliding Open, 29th January to 6th February
1993
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National Executive
Director's Report
1992 HGFA Planning Meeting:
The HGFA Board met in Perth over three
days in mid March to review the HGFA
Development Plan and progress toward the
objectives for this financial year.
Although I am sure the treasurer will
make a full report after the books for 91/92
are closed, it does appear that the organisation has regained financial viability and is
well placed to face the challenges of the
next two years.
Much credit must go to the treasurer for
initiating the programs required to do this.
He has also been the driving force behind
the membership campaign which has
brought so many of you back to full financial status.

who do not fully understand why their accident occurred are not going to stay on and
risk more serious consequences. We must
do something to address this problem.
National Safety Officer Workshops
A series of Workshops has been planned
to look into these and other safety issues at
the local level. Your Region or club will be
asked to review the accidents/incidents that
have occurred on LOCAL sites or involving club members on other sites. The
workshop will be asking Instructors to analyse the injuries occurring within their
training programs and whether they can be
reduced or avoided all together.... .it must be
remembered that for the casual, recreational pilot there is no such thing as an acceptable injury level. Even minor injuries
detract from the joy of flying and reduce
membership numbers.
The workshops will also provide an introduction for the new multiple choice theory
examinations. The Regional examiner or
club examiner/instructor will explain the
procedures for testing and study.

Increase in membership will decrease
costs per member.

The revised Hang Gliding Novice Certificate requirements will be explained and the
importance, for all pilots but especially
novices, of maintaining and carrying log
books will be emphasised.

The challenge is to retain the new and
returned members, whilst improving our
training and promotional activities to attract new members. If, over the next two
years, each member couLd bring just one
new fuLL member to our sports then we will
have doubled our membership. This would
secure the future of our sports and no doubt
bring many talented and enthusiastic
people into our clubs and committees.
One of the reasons for a high drop out rate
is the fear of serious injury. If a new pilot,
the pilot just beginning to gain experience,
is involved in an incident that either injures
or scares, then there is every chance that
they will quit. The number of recently
reported accidents/incidents indicates that
we have a serious problem. Those pilots
May 1992

Duty Officers:
Club safety officers will be provided with
a list of responsibilities and duties for site
operations, be they hill or tow paddock. On
busy sites or where we mix with other
aviators and aircraft, a DUTY OFFICER
will be selected from available safety officers. The roles, functions and rostering of
these should also be arranged at these
workshops.
Future Directions

Multiple choice theory examinations:

The other good news is thatHGFA will
not increase its fees and charges for 92/93
membership, insurance and basic Pilot
Certificates/endorsements. You will be
sent an individual renewal invoice in late
May.

We have at last passed the 2000 full members mark. In a period of economic stagnation, it is interesting to note that we have
been able to attain a 12% growth in membership. If this trend can continue or be
increased over the next two years, then we
stand a very good chance of not only surviving but being able to provide a more
professional organisation at reduced costs.

...HGFA will not increase
its fees and charges for
92/98 membership,insurance and basic Pilot
Certificates/
endorsements...

The developments and changes within the
HGFA and State/Regional Associations, as
set in motion at the Board Planning Meeting, will be open for discussion at these
workshops. The intent is to obtain feedback
so that we can keep the design of the new
systems relevant to you, the members,
whilst at the same time satisfying our legal
and safety responsibilities.

Hang Gliding Novice Certificate:

ASAC and CAA Safety Levy:
At the recent board meeting of the
Australian Sport Aviation Confederation
(ASAC), of which HGFA is a member, it
was agreed that sport aviation organisations
should work more closely in order to
prevent unnecessary duplication and in-

Red Streamers:
The "Red Streamer" requirement for
novices
will
also
be
reinforced/reintroduced at all sites.

ACCOMMODA TION
in

STANWEll PARK
c

$15/night
BED AND BREAKFAST
Share room, wide verandahs with view of Bald Hill
2 minutes' walk to shop, cafes, beach, landing area
TV, stereo, local knowledge

(042) 943665
SKYSAILOR
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Stop Press!
Rosie Fletcher is now the
first and only female
Paragliding Instructor in
Australia.

Congratulations,
Rosie!
crease the amount of shared experience and
to provide a more united voice in matters of
mutual concern. The area of immediate interest involves current negotiations with
CAA on the matters of the cancellation of
the Safety Contract, the introduction by
CAA of a Safety Levy and other charges,
the changes resulting form AMATS
(Airspace Management and Air Traffic
Service) and the proposed revision of the
Civil Aviation Regulations resulting in the
removal of all current CAOs. These Orders
(CAOs) provide us with our current exemptions allowing us to operate.
A committee or council will be formed to
carefully monitor CAA in this process so
that we all at least maintain current operational freedoms and are able to take full
advantage of the changes introduced under
AMATS.

Reorganisation of Hang Gliding and
Operations Manual.
The March planning meeting of the Board
also saw the confrrmation of the acute need
to bring our hang gliding operations up to
the standards of our PHG operations if we
are to fully utilise accessible airspace. Over
the next 5 months we will be re-writing the
Operations manual... yes, re-writing
(again) the long awaited Operations
Manual. As indicated, in paragraphs above
and below, the changes required of us are
too many and too great to have been able to
issue a new approved Ops Manual whilst in
such a state of flux. At an estimated production and printing cost in excess of $6000
(not including cost of time to research and
write) we could not afford to be re-issuing

The intense concentration that enabled Tomas Suchanek to
dominate last season's competitions - photo courtesy TumutAdelong Times

the majority of the pages a year later. However, the Board recognises this as the
priority project for this year and have
placed it on a publication deadline for SEPTEMBER 1992.

National Sports Symposium ... "Maintaining the Momentum"
I recently represented the HGFA at a National Sports Symposium where a wide
range of topics relating to the future of sport
in this country were presented and discussed. The conference provided much
food for thought with presenters of the
calibre of Robin Williams (Chairman of the
Commission of the Future and ABC
Science Show), Prof. Julian Disney (prof of
Public Law at ANU), Herb Elliott MBE, Dr
John Daley OAM (Associate Professor of
History and Sociology at Uni of SA), the
Federal Minister for Sport, Ros Kelly and
Sen. Michael Baume the Opposition
Spokesman, as well as many others.
In general it was pleasing to see that we,
as an individual sporting organisation, as
well as ASAC, are moving in the right
direction and should not be disadvantaged
relative to other sports by changes in federal
policy or government. It is important that
we work harder toward financial independence through sponsorship or volunteers , and it is also vital thatwe improve our
performance in the spheres of coaching/training and general participation
programs, administration/management and
international competitive results.
There are challenges there for each one of
us (and I do include myself in this) to strive
that little harder at our various tasks within
theHGFA .•
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Alternate Instruments
Reprinted from Hang Gliding, March 1992.

Turn and Bank, Thermal
Director & Miniature Vario
© 1992
L ast month we covered the versatile instrument decks from Ball Varios. This time we look
at some instruments designed for hang gliding
that you probably didn't even know existed .
Furthermore, you probably didn ' t even know
you needed them. Perhaps by the time you
finish this piece you will change your mind.
THE CLOUD DEVIL
AirEngineering offers a "tum coordinator" specifically suited to hang gliding. What? You say
you can coordinate your turns perfectly well?
Not in a cloud you can't. The Cloud Devil is
intended to be used for those unexpected whiteout occasions. Anyone flying in the Owens
Valley or a host of other areas knows that
despite our best efforts to remain 500 feet below
cloudbase, episodes of long-lasting ineluctable
lift can leave you wallowing in a white haze.
The Cloud Devil is not intended to allow you to
fly into clouds at will, but is a safety device that
affords you directional control if a cloud devours you against your will.
All pilots should know that compasses are
useless in clouds once turbulence or turns start
them swinging due to anomalies in the earth's
magnetic field and compass lag. Furthermore,
disorientation is quite possible in a cloud since
your vision, middle ear and force senses can
deliver conflicting messages to your brain. This
author has been inside clouds about ten times
(most of them unintentional) in places like
Brazil, Greece and Guatemala. Each experience left me wishing I had an instrument like the
Cloud Devil.
Here 's how it works. The sensing unit (see
photo) mounts on your keel with velcro straps.
It sends a signal down a wire to the readout unit
mounted on your control bar. When you are in
straight-and-level flight the dial reads zero. In a
tum the needle points to the tum direction and
rate of tum or bank angle. With this device you
can maintain level flight and thus a heading, or
a constant tum in total zero conditions.
The sensing unit is the secret to the Cloud
Devil's diabolically precise tum detection. Inside the handsome gray box are two tiny gyroscopes driven by an equally miniature motor.
You know those crazy gyros never want to react
normally , but resist changing their orientation
once they are set spinning. As a result the gyros
input a force to pressure sensors when your
glider turns. The direction and amount of this
force dictates the signal to the readout unit.

May 1992

by Dennis Pagen

The Cloud Devil ' s gyros are oriented with
their axes parallel to the keel, so they sense yaw
which directly relates to tum rate in a hang
glider. The beauty of this arrangement is that
the gyros don't sense roll at all, so the instrument can be turned on in a tum or when bouncing around and it will still read correctly. A
simple switch on the readout unit lets you start
and stop the system at will to conserve batteries-no sense in sensing your tum sense when
you're clear of clouds.
The Cloud Devil's batteries are rechargeable with a llO-volt charger or an optional wall
and car battery charger. They typically last
three hours per charge, which is plenty of cloud
time.
An optional six-hour battery is available.
Security is not cheap, but the high-tech
ball bearing-mounted gyros and motor will last
a lifetime. The complete Cloud Devil retails for
$359 . The combination charger sells for $19
and the six-hour battery for $24. For more
information or to order contact: AirEngineering,
401 Pine St., Signal Mtn., TN 37377 (615) 8866487.
The designer of the Cloud Devil is an
aerospace engineer from Germany by the name
ofGiinther Spitzer. I met him last summer in the
Owens Valley where he introduced me to his
unit. As fate would have it, a particularly virulent cloud sucked me up and I obtained handson experience with the Cloud Devil. The instrument worked perfectly and was very reassuring
in a potentially terrorizing situation.
THE THERMAL RIDER
Our next instrument is a thermal and sink detection device. Here 's the theory: Rising air is
warmer, sinking air is colder. Between the two
is a temperature gradient that may be detected
with a sensitive temperature sampler. Sailplane
experimenters have tried to create such an instrument at times in the past, but only recently
have sensing components been produced which
are up to the task. Thermals may only be a
degree or less warmer than their surroundings,
and temperature differences across the span of
a glider away from the thermal will be less than
that. The Thermal Rider uses thermistors that
register l/lOth of a degree Fahrenheit changes
in 1/300th of a second.
The Thermal Rider consists of two temperature sensing vanes to be mounted below a
glider's left and right wing tips (out of the sun) .

SKYSAILOR

These are connected by lead wires to the master
unit that mounts conveniently on your control
bar (see photo). All there is to Thermal Rider
operation is to plug it in and go flying.
In the air you get two displays. One compares left and right wing sensors. A symbol on
the left of the display begins to blink when the
left wing is in warmer air than the right and vice
versa. As the temperature difference becomes
greater, the blinking gets faster. These symbols
indicate which way to tum to reach warmer
(rising) air.
The second display references the current
wing tip temperatures to the air you were in five
to 15 seconds ago. These indicators do not blink
but are constantly updated to indicated whether
you are flying into progressively warmer or
cooler air.
Let's take a flight with a Thermal Rider.
Generally you watch the Thermal Rider when
your vario is giving you nothing but bad news.
The reference display will be showing that you
are in colder air than previously with the wing
tip displays slowly blinking. Suddenly the right
wing symbol picks up the pace and you tum in
that direction. Soon the reference display shows
you are entering warmer air. In a moment you
feel the sink and bump that announces a thermal
and your vario sings an uplifting tune. The
Thermal Rider has helped you find a thermal
you might have missed.
Note that the Thermal Rider is not a substitute for good thermaling skills, including a feel
for thermal location, efficient centering and
observation of other gliders. However, it will
give yo~ information about the natuf9 of the air
that you can't detect with your crvde human
senses. In light conditions it can help you maneuver along the path that maintains your altitude as much as possible. In the big air out west
it can help you find a thermal that you may have
blundered past otherwise, as well as escape
avenues of sink.
The Thermal Rider is an invention of Dave
Green and has undergone several permutations
since the first prototype which I tried last summer. To get the latest update on the Thermal
Rider contact him at: Computer Doctors, P.O.
Box 470, College Park, MD 20740 (301) 4743095. Dave expects the Thermal Rider to sell
for $175 to $275 depending on features. I expect to see this instrument on many wings in the
coming flying season if pilots get a chance to try
riding thermals with a Thermal Rider.
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THE MINI V ARlO
The semiconductor revolution has truly wrought
miracles. We have televisions the size of a
toaster, radios the size of a card deck, and now
a vario the size ofa healthy pat of butter. That's
1-3/4" x 1-7/16" x 11/16" for those of you who
eat margarine. The Mini Vario weighs a mere
1.6 ounces (45 grams) which is bar:ely more
than a hawk's left wing.
The Mini Vario was designed by Mark
Mallet to fulfill a few specific markets . First, it
is a very inexpensive instrument for new soaring pilots at $169. Since it clips to your helmet
nextto your ear it won't suffer the damage a bad
landing can extend to control bar-mounted instruments. For this reason the Mini Vario is also
ideal for tandem applications. Mostofthe information provided by flight decks is superfluous
for routine tandem operations. Finally, the Mini
Vario can be used as a backup for your regular

vario and can save batteries by allowing you to
switch off the audio of your big vario.
The Mini Vario is not a second-rate toy,
however. It is a sensitive, accurate vario with a
chopped audio output. As can be seen in the
photo, the speaker takes up most of one face.
The output isn't loud and the vario is intended
to be clipped to your helmet near your ear.
Because of the light battery demand, the unit is
powered by tiny, common 2032 lithium batteries available in camera stores. These batteries
are rated at 200 flight hours.
Other specifications include: a response
time of .4 seconds, altitude range of zero to
18,000 feet MSL, a temperature range of 30° to
125° F, and a detection rate of zero to 1,200 fpm
climb. The Mini Vario zeros itself when you
tum it on with the one and only switch on the
instrument. You can change the zero point with
a small screw adjustment.

Imagine having Jiminy Cricket on your
shoulder telling you when to tum in lift and
you ' ll have an idea of the efficacy of the Mini
Vario. Here are some other pilot's comments on
the vario:
"Hang gliding electronics have finally
entered the 21 st century. Very responsive. You
can even tum it on in flight and it automatically
zeros. It' s great!" (Spoken with a Carolina
accent.) --D.W. Meadows.
"I can't believe it hasn ' t been done before!
I fly over 200 hours a year and never change the
batteries." -Rob McKenzie.
"It's always there when you need it. Just
mount it on your helmet and forget it!" -Larry
Tudor.
To get your Mini Vario so you can add a
quote of your own, contact: Malletec, P.O. Box
15756, Santa Ana, CA 92705 (714) 250-3100 .•

Therma l Rider

•
Micro Vario
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Around about ...
Aerospace Expo October 1992
The HGFA, in conjunction with VHGA,
will be featuring at this premier event to be
held at Avalon airport, Victoria later this
year. The show is expected to attract over a
quarter of a million people from all over
Australia and the world.
There will be two public display days
consisting of Oight and static exhibitions of
a wide range of aircraft types, from us to
those supersonic tin cans!
Those of you who went to the Richmond
airshow in 1988 know this is an event truly
not to be missed.

MarkPike, VHGA Regional rep

1992 Sports Seminars
To be held at King George International
Motel, Monarch Room, Ground Floor, 857
King Georges Rd, Hurstville South NSW
2221.

June 10th - Sports Law
May 13th - Marketing
from 6.30 - 9.30 pm
Cost $30 includes supper and course
notes.
Phone Department of Sport, Recreation
and Racing on 02 5809899 for bookings

Safe frying is no
accitient
5lL{ways tio a pre-ffiglit
anti a liang cliecf(

New Novice Procedures
By now instructors will have received
their Master copy of the updated Novice
Certificate of hang gliding. It is the first
step in efforts by HGFA to rationalise the
entire pilot licensing system to bring our
standards up to the level expected under the
new airspace freedom and responsibilities
created by CAA with itsAMATS program.
HGFA is the only body authorised by the
CAA to issue Hang Gliding pilot certificates and these will only be issued to financial members. Also , until the Novice
Certificate has been achieved, no Student
pilot is to fly without direct instructor supervision.

National Safety Officer
Workshops
The HGFA has received a grant allocation under the 1991/92 Sports Development Program from the Australian Sports
Commission (ASC) of $2000 for Safety
OfficerlExaminer Workshops. HGFA has
guaranteed the ASC that such workshops
will take place and the money used before
the end of June (financial year). To this end,
clubs and Regions will organise these
workshops at suitable venues.
Check with your club or region as to when
and where these workshops will be happening .•

Introducing The 'E' Team
Chief Flying Instructor:
Manager / Bookkeeper:
Hang Gliding Instructors:
Senior Trike Instructor:

Stephen Ruffels
Julie Ruffels
Mark Ver Heyden
Dermot Meaney
Geoff Dossettor
Peter Wilson

Backed up by Moyes, Enterprise Wings and AirBorne Windsports, we combine to become
Australia's 1st fully Certified Hang Gliding and Powered Hang Gliding School.

We specialise in achieving excellence.
Located in one of the best hang gliding areas in Australia, we've fast developed a reputation for
reliable Trike training all year round.
Protected from strong coastal winds, we can fly 'every' day. We have the perfect grass airstrip 3
minutes from our accommodation which is free to our triking students!
If you want to become a fully qualified trike pilot, we'll train you reliably and efficiently right
through to Extended Operations Endorsement.

The EAGLE School of Hang Gliding has worked hard to achieve its standing as Australia's
1st fully Certified Hang Gliding/Powered Hang Gliding School. It's successful. It achieved this
by being committed - committed to giving everything to you, its past, present and future students,
the dream and reality of flight.
We also stock a complete range of hang gliding parts and accessories as well as all current gliders
for test flights.

Phone/fax (057)
May 1992
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World Record: Swiss Pilot Flies 230 Kilometres With
Paraglider
Urs Haari from Switzerland flew in mid
January with his paraglider in 5 hours
and 31 minutes a distance of 229.7 km.
The new world record is expected to be
certified by the Federation
Aeronautique International (FAI) in
Paris within the next days. Thermal lift
between 8 and 10 meters a second allowed the paraglider test pilot to reach
almost 5000 m ASL. It got difficult
only when his standard 'Nova
Phantom' paraglider collapsed without
warning three times.

Vrs Haari, member of the Swiss national
team, at a presentation in ZUrich last Wednesday (26{2/92). New opportunities to fly
were offered him by 'Captain' Nick
Przybylski, leader of the British paragliding team. He had a towing winch and knew
all the tricks of flatland flying.
~----------------------------------~I

I
I
I
I

I
I
I

:26 year old reached 1
I
I

almost 5000 m ASL i
I
I
I
I

in South Africa
Story by Afarcel fYaeber, 'rages
Anzeiger', Zurich,· translated by Felix
Burkhard, Sydney.

I
I
I

----------------------------------~

Bad luck for paragliding mate.

"Actually, I wanted to spend only
holidays with Andrew, whom I met at the
world championships last year. Of course,
we also wanted to do some paragliding. We
planned to fly in the hills north of Capetown
and on the coast at George and Durban.
Short flights, you know, just for fun!" says

Whilst soaring on the coast on New
Year's day, he made the decision:
"Together with my girlfriend, who also
flies paragliders, we drove to Vryburg, a
well known gliding centre, approximately
400 km south-west of Johannesburg.
Andrew Smith flew a disGreg from Afonash Uni HG Club, Redrock Vic - p Robin tance of 200 km from
here in November 1991.
Gauld
However, the flight was
not recognised by the FA!
because Andrew did not
have the required documents." Vrs Haari did not
want to take any chances
and organised himself a
barograph, an FA! witness , and a data-back
camera, so that an eventual record could be certified.
The Record Flight
The area of Vryburg is
completely flat, but well
develop ed with a network of roads . This
makes it easy for th e
ground support team to
follow and retrieve the
pilot. Vrs initially had
problems getting away
by catching thermals
from the launch at 1200
m ASL. Finally, he suc-
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cessfully took off, and flew in 2 hours about
100 km. Then the next day he flew over 170
km from Vryburg to the Botswana border.
On this occasion he reached 4922 m ASL,
a respectable 3722 m gain over the take-off
height. Vrs Haari on the weather: "The area
around Vryburg divides the humid east
from the dry west of the sub-continent. You
can see that very clearly: On one side the
sky is full of cumulus clouds, and the other
side it is clear blue."
It was the 15th of January, 1992 at 12:30
pm. Vrs released the towing rope at only
140 m above ground. No clouds streets
showed him the right way to go - blue
thermal conditions! "The first 100 km
seemed to last for ever", describes
Marianne (a member of the ground team)
the first part of the record flight. Vrs got big
lift but also big sink, especially when he got
close to some dust devils. Difficult situations occurred, when his canopy collapsed
without warning on three occasions. The
ex-glider pilot and now professional
paraglider test pilot mastered the stalls skilfully.
Big Trouhle

The Swiss pilot got over the stalls, he flew
around dust fronts and black storm clouds,
he flew through dust devils and played
tricks with aggressive ostriches. However,
whilst flying he had a major problem. Over
all this long distance his bladder seemed
ready to burst! When he could not hold it
any longer, he asked the support team for
advice over the radio. They told him to
simply let go. They would find him some
dry pants, if he would just fly far enough.
Vrs, however, refused the offer. At 4500 m
ASL the water in the hose of his camel bag
was already frozen. At 5:30 pm, after 5
hours flying, his bright yellow canopy had
carried him already 190 km , but the target
was set at 230 km. In front of the restricted
military reserve at Klerksdorp, he had to
leave the ideal flight path and fly more
south. This was at the cost of valuable
height gains. Now he circled ea ch little bit
of lift, as there were no big thermals any
more. At low height he got closer and
closer. Finally he landed - 229.7 km, 5
hours 31 minutes - a new world record! •
May 1992

1991/92 VICfORIAN CROSS COUNTRY LEAGUE
Final Results
Place

Pilot Name

Score

=1
=1
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Alan BEAVIS
Rohan HOLTKAMP
Rob RUGE
Geoff DOSSETOR
Colin MacRAE
Raymond CASSAR
Noel BEAR
Dave ADAMS
Gerry GERUS
Wesley Hll..L
Drew COOPER
Warwick DUNCAN
Grant HEANEY
Dermot MEANEY
Michael HOYNE
J Harry SUMMONS
Helen ROSS-SMITH
Craig DOCHERTY
Stephen BROCKLESBY
Andrew FOCH
Birgit SVENS
Greg SMART
Warwick GILL
Rob HIBBERD
Baden HALL
Peter AITKEN
Derek INGLIS
Peter BOLTON
Colwyn MILLARD
Ian REES
Jon DURAND
Ian JARMAN
Andrew HOLMES
Dave STAVER
Adam TOOGOOD
George KAMBAS
Tony KLEMM
Garry FIMERI
Steve BLENKINSOP
Steve TRONE
Philipp STEHLI
Peter GREENHILL
Andy WATSON
Peter EICHER
Warren HALL
Colin HANSEN

4420
4420

11

12
13
14
=15
=15
17
18
19
=20
=20
22
23
24

25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
=34
=34
=36
=36
38
=39
=39
41
42
43
44

45
46

May 1992

4120
3840
3720
3650
3640
3590
3570
3380
3340
3270
3220
3150
3120
3120
3070
3030
3000
2950
2950
2930
2740
2720
2690
2540
2500
2220
2180
2170
2160
2150
2130
1970
1970
1960
1960
1890
1790
1790
1770
1720
1710
1640
1630
1590
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47
48
49
50
51
52
53

John ADAMS
Pat FINCH
Judith GOLDSTONE
Don ROTTMAN
Sue HANSEN
Scott STENSEN
Ian HAIGH
John SCHll..LING
Peter ROPER

54

55

1560
1510
1470
1420
1400
1370
1310
1300
1240

Flights in excess of lOOkm
AlanBeavis:

100km goal
128km open
100km open
167km goal
110km open
134km open
146km open
116km open
100km open
109km open

Rohan Holtkamp :
Rob Ruge:
Colin MacRae :
Noel Bear:
Warwick Duncan :
Greg Smart:
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Site:
Conditions:
Glider:
Pilot Experience:
Pilot Injury:
Glider damage:

LH ankle (repaired with 4 screws); fractured
RH ankle (repaired with 9 screws, 9mm plate
& a bone graft from right hip)

his first flight in a Blitz 155 at the time of the
accident suggests that the conditions were not
too strong or the glider not too advanced.

Accident Report
Indian Head
25+ ktSE
Blitz 155
50 hrs on Mission
broken neck broken back
punctured lung broken ribs
broken uprights & leading
edge

2.
Pilot:
Rating:
Glider:

Peter Hopkins
Recreational PG
Falhawk Neo 22 sqm,
Airwave Paradise harness
13/1/92, 1700 hrs ESUT
Mt Cambewarra NSW
2200 AMSL 16kms
from coast
Nil to 4kt S with light
thermal cycles from S .

Date:
Site:

Pilot was airborne in upright position with
hands on the uprights. When the two side wire
men released him, the glider climbed 20 feet.
The left wing was lifted 45 degrees. The pilot's
legs went swinging; he then grabbed the base
bar; pulled the glider into a steep dive down
below the face of the hill. The glider then went
into a right hand turn into the hill .

Weather:

CAVOK
Glider damage:

Pilot did not fly out from the hill; stayed on
the uprights too long; did not react or respond to
the glider or conditions but let the glider fly him.

one small T in fabric lOcm
x IOcm on US of TE RHS.
Abrasion and small tears to
base of harness

Pilot Injury:
Tripod fracture of the right cheek & multiple
fractures of the right eye orbit; fractured skull,
pelvis, lumbar vertebra LS, Sacral S2 S3 S4
vertebrae; spiral fracture to LH tibia; fractures

The fact that the pilot's friend who was of a
similar experience level, was in the air also in

In the afternoon I went for a paraglide; I had
been doing this several afternoons each week.
With me was a workmate who was going to
drive the car down the mountain to meet me after
my flight. I spent 50 minutes assessing the
meteorological conditions andas usual launched
a helium filled balloon which drifted upwards in
still stable air. I decided to launch and laid out
my canopy, went through my pre-flight checks
and launched (nil wind deployment). I aborted
the first attempt due to an incomplete inflation
of the canopy. I set out the canopy again and
went through my pre-flight checks again and
launched. It was a good strong clean takeoff. I
commenced a shallow right hand tum to track to
the landing field to the south.
Soon after doing this I went into a strong
thermal which swung me forward under the
canopy. I recovered control but then I had a
half-canopy collapse as I exited the thermal into
sink. I recovered. A second half canopy collapse

XC League
The xc League season has now finished (end March) but I am waiting for any final flights to be submitted. Rohan Holtkampremains
the leader in the hang gliding class while Brian Webbmoves up to lead the paragliding class. In response to muchneeded support for the
XC League Cameron sent his flights inbut was not familiar with the rules and has since withdrawnhis best flight realising it does not
comply with thedeclaration requirements. Bad luck.
Flight 1

HANG GLIDING
Rohan Holtkamp

Vic

Jenny Ganderton

NSW

Len Paton

NSW

Peter Bolton

SA

Duncan Richardson

ACT

Scott Tucker

Qld

Peter Hood

SA

PARAGLIDING
Brian Webb

Vic

Yves Gilliand

NSW

Cameron Young

NSW

Rosie Fletcher

Vic

Geoff White

Vic

Flight3

Flight 2

11.1.91
160
24.11.91
68.6
5.11.91
82.2
17.11.91
110.3
23.11.91
70.5
23.4.91
32.5
11.1.92
136.9

DI
515
D
221
D
265
D
355
D
227
Rc
280
DI
441

13.1.91
141.8
26.12.91
70
1.12.91
89.2
19.1.92
61.4
8.1.92
107.7
11.8.91
19.5
12.1.92
78.8

GI
564
Rc
603
D
287
D
198
Gl
429
G
76
DI
254

23.2.92
166.8
11.1.92
160.5
10.12.91
121.5
4.2.92
25.6
15.1.92
76.5
22.9.91
36.6

15.10.91
15.7
1.12.91
15.6
21.12.91
23
25.12.92
13.3
16.2.92
16.9

D
315
Rc
624
D
383
D
222
D
281

12.12.91
17.6
29.12.92
27.3
18.1.92
15.5
1.2.92
12.7

D
293
DI
456
D
258
D
212

25.12 .91
Rc
31.5
1259
1.2.92
Gl
29.2
595
31.1.92
Dl
17.8
297

G
664
Gl
639
G
484
TC
187
Gl
305
D
118

D
269
Gl
564
Gl
429
D
365

9.3.92
114.3
2 .2.92
68.8
13.1.92
102.5

23.11.91
73

D
235

4.3.92
49

D
368
D
221
Gl
408

2380
2248
1873
1105
961

D
158

867

15.1.92
22

D
367

1.2.92
29.6

Gel
592

25.2.92
20.7

D
345

2579
1675
1545

281
Paragliding

D Open Distance
G Nominated Goal
ROut & Return
T Triangle

3 .22
3.98
8.59
7.3

16.67
20
40
40

c - completed task

u - uncompleted task

pts/km
pts/km
pts/km
pts/km

pts/km
pts/km
pts/km
pts/km

1- National ladder competition

~~te
distance

14

7.3.92
83.5
14.1.92
141.8
8.1.92
107.7
16.2.92
113.5

Total

434

Hang Gliding

For rules and XC League "kit" please send $5to:

FlightS

695

Categories

Each flight is recorded in the followingformat:

Flight 4

category ]
score

Len Paton, "Boganol", Henry Lawson Way, Forbes 2871, Ph 068537220
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happened and I recovered again but by this time
I had lost much height. I had also spiralled
around towards the ridge even though I had been
trying to maintain my heading.
I then had a choice: make a crash landing
either into the cliff or a tree. My decision to go
forthe cliff was based on the beliefthatl would
probabl y spear myself on the branches i fI hi tthe
old dead tree. I hit the cliff at about 80 kph. My
legs were straight at impact. I then fell to the base
of the cliff (approx. 4 metres) doing a parachute
roll to try to absorb the impact.
Having come to rest in the scrub I rolled over
and brought my legs into parallel alignment,
unclipped my harness and pulled it out from
under me to get at my radio and first aid kit. I
got on the radio to call for assistance and soon
after contacted a 'Ham ' to whom I told my
plight. He put into place a rescue plan.
Meanwhile my workmate had done much the
same. After an hour and a half two of my
workmates found me. I was very relieved to see
them to say the least. While waiting for them I
had put a foil rescue blanket over me and tried
to patch up my right eye and cheek. Just before
last light I was winched into the Westpac Rescue
helicopter and flown to Wollongong Hospital
where they stabilised my condition. Tuesday
morning I was taken by air ambulance to Sydney
Prince Henry's Hospital Spinal Unit.
I spent three months in hospital recovering. I
still have plaster on the left leg and am learning
to walk again through physio three days a week.
I expect it will take a year or more to recover
fully .
I believe I did all I could to avoid my accident.
I also believe that my accident was due to micro
met. conditions which I could neither see nor
avoid. I think I did everything right but still got . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
caught out.
Recommendations arising from this accident:
1. Carry a small first aid kit and radio with you

in flight, keep in mind it may be hours till help
arrives. (First aid kits or radios are oflittle use if
they are in your recovery vehicl e when you crash
and you cannot get to them or your crew cannot
get to you)
2. Carry a radio that will work (wrap it in closed
cell foam to avoid damage) Local repeater frequencies should be Dyno taped to your radio .
Keep in mind you might be a bit "out of it" when
you need them .
3. Develop your own emergency procedure, so
if you do crash you may have a better idea of
what to do to help yourself, until help arrives.
4. Consideration should be given to having
shock-absorbing padding built into the harness
so as to reduce spinal injuries incurred in heavy
landings on the seat or back.
S. Consider using a full face helmet.
6. Consider carrying a whistle(I had oneto guide
people to me) and flares .•
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ULTRACOM
IIQuiet III

HELMET
SYSTEMS
No more shout ing at your pas sengers!
The Ult ra Com is the world s most popular sport aviation helmet system .
Two noise ca ncelling helmets with comfortable earmuffs, a noise cancelling mike and a
Bot sf ord circuit internally powered intercom unit come together in t his excellent communications system . The UltraCom ca n al so be connected t o most handheld radios
(FM while you are flying!) including the ICOM range.
A rea l 5 star system - its brilliant !
Two helmets with Comms ill:!f! intercom unit $850
One helmet with Comms $350 (for effective air to air/ground communication)

ULTRAUGHT FLYING MACHINES
Sunbury Airfield
Sunbury VIC 3429
(03) 744-1305, (03) 439-6083
Fax (03) 431-2131
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Moral = If wire assistance is essential
and the only person present doesn't fit the
sane, sober and safety conscious descrip-

Wire Assistance
by Jason Burns

There I was facing a 25-28 knot Long
Reef 'nor-easter', ultimately needing at
least one wireman. Apart from one pilot
already airborne, there was a man, his wife
and kid present. After calling him over to
help out and giving him the run down twice
on the wire assistance procedure, it was
time; wings level, bit bumpy, being a bit
more east CLEAR. "Clear, move over,"
this cheap employee stared at me in amazement, "move," he started towards the port
wing. My wing became slightly lopsided,
he turned around to run towards the opposite wing. My vision was centred at 12
o'clock eye high. I'd taken the two steps
needed, just clipping the 'helper' with my
side wire, sending him down the hill and me
thankfully correcting the launch with only
a two minute respiratory problem, spurred
on by that potential bankruptcy and heartache.

tions, it's probably better to sit and read
your Skysailor for a while!
Fly hard! •

David Ferreira and Ken Gill preparing to fly the southern
launch of Crescent Head, mid north coast NSW
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"What is your plan?" he said.
"I will fly out, tum right; if it feels good,
I will try to stay up."
My friend and I left late and headed for
the coast on a Saturday afternoon. It had
been a fairly dull and overcast day, but the
closer we got to Flinders the better it
looked. We only had about 2 hours of light
left so we had to make the most of it. K had
flown Flinders plenty of times before, but
it was my first time. There was a good
southerly wind and they say that's good. I
had spent two years trying to get some
airtime and my confidence was up, having
just completed a three day course in cartowing where I flew like a regular
wedgetail.
There was a crowd on the take off ramp,
all asking the same questions.
"Are you going to jump off here?"
"Can you land where you want?"
I had not time to waste, they wanted to see
me fly. I quickly set up the Mars 170. My
friend was in the background saying just
glide out and land. That sounded like sa ying
just leave your glider at home and watch,
which I had been doing for some time.

"OK, " he said, "Go, go go."
Good launch, tum to right, left tum out of
lift, fly down and land. K was clapping me
on a good job, so I then set off to walk my
170 Mars back to the ramp. It did not look
that far, however, after near collapse from
exhaustion, I decided the car would be a
good thing.
Now back at the ramp in time to see K
take off and stay up. There was also a chap
giving last minute instructions to his
girlfriend on how to fly this place. I listened
in. You tum right just off the end and fly
close to the hill. She launched, flew out of
the lift and landed. It was up to me now. So
I said, "Why didn't she stay up?" , in the
back of my mind thinking she was too
chicken to tum closer to the hill. G confirmed my suspicions so my plan was hard
right, keep close and stay in that lift. G then
helped me launch. All going well , I could
just make out the words, "tum left" that G
was vigorously shouting from the ramp, but
I was going to top out on the Mars.

Having grasped the theory of "flying the
ridge", it became time to make that important left tum. All going well at this point,
weight to the left; the glider seemed sluggish, no probs. Just push out and go up. Lots
of lift here so I stayed up for about ten
minutes suspended by the undergrowth on
the side of the hill. Fortunately no damage
to me, and the-glider only suffered a couple
of bent battens.
With the help ofG, we rescued the glider.
G tried to make me feel better by telling me
that he had been in the same spotthree times
and that his girlfriend had trashed her glider
in the surf. I was basically speechless, just
acknowledging with groaning sounds. 45
minutes later we brought the Mars to the
road. I was very sheepish, not wanting to
see anyone or hear anyone say anything.
"Are you ok?" K said.
I was fine but my pride was very
damaged. But we managed to have dinner
and a good laugh on the way home.

BigL+

ONSHORE PARAGLIDERS
CORRADO CHALLENGER C - From Pro Design a true breakthrough in performance and ease of handling. Suitable for both
intermediate and advanced pilots. Amazing stability and handling in difficult conditions with Class AlB SHY Acpuls rating. High
speed (45 km/hr) and superb glide (7:1) make this the canopy that finally bridges the gap between high performance expert only and
intermediate with intermediate performance. A test flight will surprise the sceptics. From $4290
FLASH - Expert performance that the mere mortal can harness. A finely tuned lightning fast canopy for un-compromising results.
Speed in excess of 40 km/hr and LID 7+ make this the canopy for the serious pilot. AcpulslDHV certification. From $3800
MALmU - The ultimate ridge soaring machine, a superb thermalling canopy that gives lift on the lightest breeze. Incredible light
wind performance allows flying when conditions are too light for other canopies. A perfect partner for the hang glider for those light
days. Gtitesiegel Class 2 : 1.5.52.1/2/3. From $3450
CORRADO CHALLENGER - Firmly dedicated to the intermediate class, its reputation is well deserved, good performance under
varied conditions as well as good-naturedness in difficult piloting situations. New type of speed system extends speed range to more
than 40 km/hr. Suitable for both beginning and intermediate pilots. SHY Acpuls Class A. From $3350
STELLAR - High performance plus high security to put the pilot at ease. An excellent all rounder to suit the discerning intermediate
pilot. Acpuls Class AlB. From $3300
DIABLO New for '92, good performance intermediate canopy, 3 riser, speed system, ACPULS certification, from $2990
FD/JAGUAR - Already a classic in Europe with over 5000 sold. Exceptionally easy to launch, very stable and forgiving, makes this
an ideal first canopy, especially for the inland pilot. A canopy with confidence inspiring stability. Gtitesiegel Class 1 : GS 01-098-89,
Acpuls P1-45, 46. From $2590
like a second chance? Our emergency parachutes
start from $585 with long or short bridle.
Back protectors - several types available.
Brauoiger and Flightcomp Varios from $560

Hand held UHF 5 Watt radios from an amazing $429.
Hall wind speed indicators - $45.00.
Pro-Design T-shirts/Wind Cheaters
Model Para gliders, Wind socks and Blixt Gordon Oight overalls.

Call fro prices on second-hand canopies from $1400
Stop Press! Pro Design wins gliding competition in Bezau, Austria.
Highest performance of any canopy - Challenger C 27, 7.7 LID (7.55 average); Best performance of certified advanced gliderChallenger C 25,7.25 average LID; Second best performance of certified intermediate glider - Challenger 25,6.4 avo LID

Garry Stevenson

Phone 018 351389 BH, AHlFax 052432185
*** A paragliding licence is required for any glider purchase ***
May 1992
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Suprone Flying
by Sunshine Alf

Now that we have heard about 'Supine'
flying, which is flying under the bar or
seated under the bar, how about 'Suprone'
flying which is sitting above, not under, the
bar. I now fly 'Suprone' myself because I
found that for some reason I didn't have to
change the wires of the kite, but you have
to fly or control the kite on the uprights. It
is a little bit tricky getting into one's
'Supine' harness as it requires getting the
harness over the bar. After some laughs, I
found I could get into my harness just as
quickly as prone pilots; but I suggest getting
away from the ridge first.
'Suprone' flying is just as relaxing as
'Supine'. I made hang straps that allow me
to hang so the undersurface ofthe pod is just
brushing the basebar. This allows me to
hold the basebar with my legs by bending
them, as trim is right on the knee bend in
my legs, thus taking pressure off the
uprights when flying in 20 knot winds. This
might not work if you are a bit of a dwarf!!
My arms are long so I have no bother flying
'Suprone' without changing the kite wires,
but for those with short arms and legs, I
would recommend raking theA-frame back
as in the 'Supine' story I have written (See
April 1992 Skysailor). I fmd leaving the
kite as it is works for me. Landings are the
same as prone, hands level with shoulders
on uprights; I haven't broken an upright yet
in 'Suprone' flying (touch wood!), and I'm
not the most graceful lander.

Sunshine All demonstrating his supine/suprone pod

I've flown for 2 years in 'Suprone' at 100
hours a year average, had no accidents
(again touch wood!) and I wouldn't fly any
other way. I can stay with the average pilot
in cross country or straight flying and never
had any complaints about my take offs or
landings by my flying mates, unless of
course they haven't been game to tell me,
which I hope not.
My reason for rambling on is that the
'Supine' and 'Suprone' is alive and safe.
When it comes to hang gliding, it's what
you get used to, if you want to keep on
flying it's what counts.
Harnesses are again the problem flying in
a sitting position. I myself have a pod
supine harness for 'Suprone' flying. The
difference between the two is that the pod
for 'Supine' has the zipper on the top and

for 'Suprone' the zipper is on the bottom.
As I have mastered the technique of getting
into my 'Supine' harness in the 'Suprone'
position, I haven't bothered getting a
'Suprone' harness made. I hope my photo
is good enough, so you prospective
'Supine/Suprone' flyers out there can get a
glimpse of what a 'sit on it' harness looks
and works like. These two harnesses require a spreader bar near the hang point so
that your helmet (and head) can pass
through when taking off and landing.
If any more information is need on
'Supine/Suprone' flying, my phone number is 074 457265 and I will be only too
happy to help you out, but please ring in the
evenings .•

Flying suprone - above the base bar
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Please note:
New fax number for
Skysailor

066280356
without incident."
They have already sold around 15
mosquitoes (first series). The price in
Sweden is about $5,500 excluding tax.
They have been sold in Sweden, Norway
and England but the biggest market is Germany. The next series is already on its way.
Hopefully it will have a few extra horsepower for easier take offs and improved
climb rate.

The proof of the pudding! Pilot and Mosquito after take-off

Swedish
M otorharness
(Motorsele) for
Hang Gliders
Translated from an article in the Swedish
hobby magazine 'Allt om Hobby ' January
1990 edition written by Bosse Gllrdstad and
translated by Colin Gibson.

Two Swedish model plane builders and
two of their friends have over the last
couple of years designed and begun building power packs for hang gliders, thus
making a big change in the hang gliding
world. Their hobby has become their
profession - only in full scale. In October
last year they received their licence from
the Swedish aviation authorities to fabricate their harnesses and export them.
lohan Rasmussen and lohan AIding are
both well known in the aircraft world.
lohan Rasmussen flew aerobatics in the
seventies and belonged to the Swedish elite.
lohn Ahling has together with Gosta
Bengtsar dominated team racing for many
years.
lohan Rasmussen began hang gliding
several years ago and it was then he met
Tomas Ojala. The two began discussing
ways of motorising a hang glider with the
objective being to climb simple and quickly
to a reasonable altitude for thermalling.
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They thought the motorised harnesses already in existence were both unsafe and
awkward to mount, so with some thought,
they came up with their own solution to the
problem.
They call it the "Mosquito", a compact
unit that weighs around 20 kg. It takes five
minutes to mount the unit to the glider and
then five more to start up and take off. No
tools are required .
"We think it's important not to have to
modify the glider in any way," says 10han
Rasmussen who has been the driving force
in the development work. "We think it's
undesirable when you need to drill holes
and so on in the glider's construction.
Things need to be simple to function well.
The fastening lines need to be correct to
prevent the harness and propeller getting
close to anything on the glider, as control is
still by weight
shift."
The motor is a
modified go-cart
motor of 100 cc
capacity and 10
horse power. "It
works terribl y
well," says lohan
Rasmussen. "We
have run it for a
50 hours stationary endurance
test and then test
flights in hang
gliders
for
around 200 hours

The Mosquito's two stroke motor and
tuned pipe is fitted to the harness with steel
piping, aluminium fittings and plastic parts.
The harness is made of a polyester material
and Tomas is the one in the gang who is
handy with the sewing machine. The
propeller is made of kevlar and fibre glass,
is slipped onto the drive shaft easily, and
held with a shear bolt. It is driven via a belt
drive reduction unit. The throttle control
and zip starter are mounted on the harness.
Opening the zip for landing also unfolds the
propeller protection skids automatically.
The company, Aera Sport, has in two
years, developed construction work on a
CAD system for the design, and got approval from the necessary Swedish
authorities, which is not small feat in
anyone's books.•

PROFESSIONAL

SAIL REPAIRS
PH/FAX (049) 499 222
Alan Daniel

Wingtech Pty Ltd
U8/30 KALAROO ROAD, REDHEAD NSW 2290
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The Next Twenty Years[
Bizarre Prognostications of the Future of Hang Gliding
by Rodger Hoyt
20
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Reprintedfrom
Hang Gliding, April 1992

WhO

would have thunk it? A wacko thrill
concocted by sun-demented beach bums survives over two decades of evolution to became
a viable, quasi-respectable form of recreationyea, even aviation. It's impossible that those
languid surfer dudes could ever have visualized
that their daredevil diversion would one day be
striving for Olympic acceptance. Or that variations of their bamboo and visqueen machines
would eventually propel pilots hundreds of miles
at tens of thousands of feet. Or even that pilots
would be called pilots.
Hang gliding has progressed faster than
cloudsuck from a cumulonimbus. During those
embryonic days of the late 60's and early 70's
no one could have predicted the advances our
incipient sport would achieve in a mere 20
years. And now, like an accelerating avalanche,
the inexorable evolution continues unabated.
What will happen to hang gliding 10 years from
now? What will our sport be like 20 years
hence? If hang gliding's brief history is any
indication, we may feel free to let our imaginations stampede uninhibited through a plethora
of possibilities. For those whose prescience is a
little rusty, however, we provide a whimsical
flight of fancy into hang gliding's possible
future ...
Hooray! Hang gliding finally becomes an
Olympic event, gaining worldwide exposure
and recognition . In America, however, the general populace flocks to the sport with about the
same enthusiasm they did for the luge. All is not
lost however. In the introduction to Wide World
of Sports, the famous ill-fated ski jumper is
permanently replaced with footage of an endover-end, glider-demolishing crash landing to
illustrate "The Agony of Defeat."
Celebrities are attracted to hang gliding.
Pee-Wee Herman orders a "crotch less" harness
from High Energy Sports. An exasperated Rich
Pfeiffer explains that the option is properly
called a "Higgins Hinge." Madonna, Michael
Jackson, and Roseanne Barr immediately order
similar models. Madonna later achieves hang
gliding notoriety when the pointed breast cones
she installs interfere with a parachute deployment and she lands in Jerry Bruning's pool.
To appease the egos of senior members,
the USHGA Board of Directors creates a new
Hang VI rating, "Omnipotent Deity." Paul
Voight claims to be more omnipotent than Dennis Pagen and says he has the log book to prove
it. Gregg Lawless vehemently contends that Dr.
Ruth cured his omnipotence.
Steve Moyes out-lands in the Outback and
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is rescued by Crocodile Dundee, Olivia Newton
John and an aborigine riding to Sydney on a
kangaroo, leading a koala and singing "Waltzing Matilda."
Doug Hildreth takes a respite from writing
the accident reviews and reruns vignettes and
statistics from 10 years ago verbatim. Since
there's virtually no difference in accident scenarios, no one notices the substitution.
The World Meet is held in Orlando, Florida.
Dumbo the Elephant wins the event but is
subsequently disqualified for using an illegal
VG system. The protest, it is rumored, was filed
by the Flying Nun.
The USHGA Tandem Committee enacts
new regulations so stringent that they are forced
to surrender their own tandem ratings. When
later interviewed, the Committee Chairman
proudly declares, "That oughta keep the FAA
off our backs! "
The United States Surgeon General proclaims hang gliding " hazardous to your health";
recommends wearing condoms while flying.
Assuming "if it's bad for you, it must be fun ,"
people swarm to sign up for lessons.
"Peanuts" gang takes up hang gliding. On
his first altitude flight, Charlie Brown lands in
the "kite-eating tree." While giving Linus a
wire assist, Lucy refuses to let go, intentionally
sending him into a ground loop.
ATOL founder, Jerry Forburger, returns to
Lubbock to open a hamburger stand. Forburger
sells only four burgers; he has no choice but to
return full time to his towing operation.
Elvis Presley is spotted as a tandem passenger at 17,000 feet in the Owens Valley .
Witnesses maintain that the pilot in command
was a blue crocodile and the sky around them
resembled a Salvador Dali painting, complete
with drooping, melted clocks. Malfunctioning
oxygen regulators are immediately recalled by
the manufacturer.
Larry Tudor is caught carrying his glider
one mile farther up the road after landing at the
399-mile mark. When confronted by the FAI he
claims he was just running out a downwind
landing.
Bill the Cat applies for his Advanced rating. Regional Director rejects him due to a
demonstrated lack of responsibility and maturity. Calvin and Hobbes apply for a Tandem
rating with similar results.
Hang glider pilot wins $100,000 Grand
Prize on "Funniest Home Videos" for spectacular footage of his blown launch. In post-show
interview from the Intensive Care Unit he con-
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fesses, "It really wasn't all that funny."
German glider manufacturer introduces a
new glider, purportedly with an intangible quality called "Fahrvergnugen." Consumers, insulted by this idiotic concept, boycott the product. Conceding their error, the company changes
the glider name to "The Beetle."
Ozone depletion is discovered to enhance
thermal generation. Pendulum Sports begins
marketing "Green Team" line of aerosol cosmetics.
X-C records escalate. Mark Gibson flies
500 miles, then runs for President ofthe USHGA.
People magazine wants an interview. Kari Castle
flies 600 miles and runs for President of the
United States. Playboy magazine wants a
centerfold.
As USHGA membership continues its
maturation, glider manufacturers begin offering senior discounts. Hang Gliding magazine
lands its first major national sponsor: Geritol.
Russ Locke, world ' s oldest hang glider pilot, is
interviewed while filling his Liquipak with prune
juice; says the news is "Groovy." Researchers
are unable to decipher this arcane term.
Competition between glider manufacturers intensifies. Pacific Airwave enlists an advertising agency which devises slogan, "We're
Number 2. We try harder." Other manufacturers like the motto and agree that PacAir was full
of "Number 2" all along.
Seedwings' new CAD-designed Z-model
Sensor suffers incurable divergence. Company
owner Bob Trampenau recalls the entire production run , vowing, "That's the last time I'll
buy software from a door-to-door salesman!"
Seeking a more approachable corporate
image, Wills Wing triumvirate of Kells, Pearson
and Meier change their names to Huey, Dewey
and Louie. Huey Kells says he preferred the
trio's alternate choice: Larry, Moe and Curly.
UP International introduces the world's
first hang glider with a 100% xenotanium airframe. For most pilots, however, the price is
Too Ridiculously X-pensive.
Recessionary times and rising equipment
prices trigger hang gliding's first major economic crisis. Burgeoning numbers of
"Gliderless" are seen haunting America's flying sites. Partisan dealers blame the situation on
President Kari Castle's fiscal policies. The ensuing political scandal becomes known as
"Glidergate."
Die-hard enthusiasts revert to bamboo and
visqueen; declare hang gliding to be fun again .•
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Press Release ...
Chaser S back in production!
The Chaser S single-seat high-performance trike is back in production! After the
collapse of Aerial Arts, the production of
the Chaser range has been taken over by
Cyclone Airsports. (Cyclone are also the
UK distributor for Rotax, which helps them
keep the overall price of the Chaser down
to 1990 levels.)
The Chaser offers performance
equivalent to or exceeding that of current
commercially available trikes at a lower
cosllt is available in 5 model, from a basic
Rotax 377 model with no accessories, to the
Rotax 508 fuel-miser with all the trimmings.
All models of the Chaser S are certified to
BCAR-S and are approved for use under
CAO 95.32.
Contact John Reynoldson on 03 5970527
for information.

Australian Microlight Manufacturer Receives CAA
Accreditation
An Australian manufacturer, Airborne
Windsports, last week received accreditation from the Civil Aviation Authority to
produce a unique aircraft known as a
microlight or Trike.
Airborne Windsports, of Redhead NSW,
has been producing trikes for about six
years and is Australia's only manufacturer
of weight shift controlled aircraft.

According to Rob Hibberd a director of
Airborne, obtaining CAA certification has
been "a hard slog".
"We've been going through the process of
certification for three years now. It has cost
us about $200,000 to develop and certify
the trike and itwas only because of overseas
orders and local support that we stayed in
business," he said.

Return of the American
Cup!
The American Cup, the first international team competition in hang gliding, is to be
put up for challenge by current holders
Australia, after having been moribund for
six years.
The AmCup, which started as a four-nation competition in Chattanooga, Tennessee, USA in 1978, has been won three
times by Britain (1978, 1979 and 1982),
once by the USA (1980), and once by
Australia (1986).

The Edge trike is capable of carrying two
people (seated one behind the other) and is
able to glide and land easil y without engine
power. With its 53 horsepower Rotax engin~, the Edge is capable of climbing at
more than 1500 feet per minute. The Edge
has a cruising speed of 55 knots (65km/hr)
and has a tank capacity of 481itres.1t is able
to cover more than 300 km on a single tank
and can fly at altitudes of up to 5000 feet.

It has not been offered up for competition
in recent years because of pressure from
Australia's heavy competition program, including the 1988 FA! World Championships. Now that is to change.

A record-breaking flight in 1988 proved
the Edge's potential as a leisure aircraft.
Two pilots (sponsored by Australian
Geographic and Airborne) flew around
Australia, landing on beaches, in paddocks
and occasionally at smaller airfields.

The original American Cup trophy is to
be removed from Bill Moyes' mantlepiece,
after a series ofletters between Bill and one
of the AmCup's two founders, Britain's
Brian Milton. Eight nations will be invited
to compete to win it this winter (1992/93).

This epic flight was carried out on the
Edge prototype. Since then, much work has
gone into improving the design of the
aircraft, both for performance and in an
effort to comply with CAA standards. A
NIBS and CAA approved Quality Assurance Program had to be implemented
and followed.

Competing nations are expected to be:
Australia, USA, Canada and Britain, top
four at the last 1986 American Cup; plus the
four other highest-placed nations in the
team competition at the 1991 FA! World
Championships in Brazil, Brazil, Switzerland, France and Japan. The first reselVe, in
case one of the above declines to compete,
will be Germany.

Stringent aviation laws now make it illegal to fly any aircraft not certified by the
Civil Aviation Authority .•

Goal at Tumut Airport, Australian Open 1992 - photo courtesy
Tumut Adelong Times

A formal date for the competition is expected to be announced by Ian Jarman,
Chairman of the comp~titions committee of
HGFA. Ian was one of the competing pilots
in the 1979 Australian AmCup team.
The 1992/93 competition is expected to
be based in Tumut, NSW halfway between
Canberra and Wagga-Wagga.

If Australia wins, they will hold the
trophy for two years and put it up for challenge in Australia in alternate years to the
FA! World Championships. Should any
other nation win, then they become hosts
for the next AmCup competition, in a way
similar to rules governing the influential
America's Cup in yachting.
The top five participating nations in one
AmCup will have automatic right of entry
into the next, with the remaining three
places filled by the top nations at the previous FA! Worlds.
For details contact Ian Jarman, phone/fax
069472888 .•
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Gliders to Hang Gliders to Gliders
by Ross Duncan, the Atherton Eagle
We are fortunate to live in a time that just
about anyone who has dreamed of flying
can actually do so.
I have been teaching people to fly hang
gliders for about 8 years now, and the
easiest students are those who come from a
gliding (sailplane) background. Last year
one of my students, Steve Garlic invited me
to come for a glider flight with him. It was
great and I was hooked! Some of my other
students suggested I do a 1 week course at
Lake Keepit, halfway between Gunnedah
and Tamworth, approximately 4 hours
north of Newcastle in New South Wales.
November 1990, I arrived at Lake Keepit,
only to find Dennis Gilbert an old hang
gliding buddy who has been flying gliders
for a few years now, so we jumped into a
Brgfalk 3 (a remarkable old 2 seat trainer
that has done something like 3000 landings
in Australia) for an eye opener of a cross
country flight.
During the week that followed I fell in
love with the old Brg, many thanks to tug
pilot Ian McPhee, and instructor Garry
Speight for putting up with me continually
arriving too high on final, as I became used
to the far superior glide angIe, and becoming familiar with 3 axis control.
After 6 aero tows and 12 winch tows, I
was solo and having a ball. I passed my
outlanding checks and attained the C certificate (which is basically your licence)
then unfortunately my week was over until
October 1991 I returned with a couple of
friends. Damir who has been flying hang
gliders for longer than myself and Steve,
my student who introduced me to gliding.

about 40 to 1 and a VNE of 135 knots and
I was in love again.
On the second day I attained my 5 hours,
with good encouragement from those at
Keepit base. The next day I did another 5
hours and 110 km out and return to Barraba
and back, then I headed south to encounter
a magnificent cloud street, for a cruisey
armchair flight to Werris Creek and back;
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NewHGFA video
the type of flying I have dreamed about
since childhood (I must be getting old).

sculptured glass barrelling in at 100 knots.
Very stimulating to say the least!

The next day Steve was attempting a gold
distance flight; 300 km triangle so I thought
I would go along to see how I would go.
Fortunately he convinced me to declare it
and photograph the day board. We flew
together most of the way which was an
experience in its own, to be circling in a
thermal and have a quarter of a ton of

But to cut a 7 hour flight short, I made it!
Unfortunately Steve landed 20 km short,
while Damir on the other hand, went solo
by the end of the week (great stuff!).

If you like hang gliding, experience gliding. If you like gliding, experience hang
gliding; broaden your horizons. Phone Ian
at Lake Keepit 067697514 or look up gliding in the yellow pages . •

My intentions after a check flight were to
fly the SF 26, an old fabric covered single
seat glider for the week and try to get my
silver Crating. 300 m height gain, 50 km
and 5 hours duration. After 3 hours in the
SF 26 I'd had enough; I'm 6'4" and this old
girl wasn't built for me. The rest of the crew
talked me into progressing to the fibreglass
gliders, which I wasn't too keen on. From
what I had heard they were less forgiving
and very slippery (fast). After 2 flights with
the instructor in the twin Astir I was solo in
the cockpit of a Hornet, the sleekest looking
glass ship I had seen, with a glide angle of
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State, Club and Region News
Queensland

Sunshine Coast Hang
Gliding Club
The Sunshine Coast and hinterland region
really does spoil the lucky pilots who live
here. Just as the seasons change, so do the
opportunities to fly other sites. Autumn
brings cooler nights and booming southeasterlies which make Widgee Mt the place
to be seen in your Bolles or Ray Bans, and
when you think you can't take any more,
the south-westerlies will soon be following
making it time to launch at either Eggins or
Gunalda. It's hard to take, excellent one
season and perfect the next.
There was a great turnout to the last club
meeting in April at the Tewantin Pizza and
Pasta restaurant It was pleasing to see some
of the more distant members make the effort to attend, including: Mark Savage from
Kingaroy, Dave Bartlett from Gayndah,Jan

& Ted McCord from Rainbow Beach, Peter
White, Peter Andrews and Murray Charters
(Uncle Bill) from Brisbane. A couple of
new faces were there also, and welcome to
Steve Wurz.

Remember, nose down, wings level and
run hard - every time!
Ron Rimkus, President

The Club is already missing deeply its
recently departed Treasurer Peter Shears,
but not nearly as much as not being able to
see his new bride, Fiona, as often. We all
hope your new venture in the sin capital,
Sydney, works out. Thanks to both, Peter
and Fiona for your hard work.

Central Coast Hang
Gliding Club

The Club has recently acquired a Moyes
payout winch. The winch is available by
arrangement to all Club members. The procedure which will apply is that a duty officer for the day will collect a fee of $1 for
each tow which will go towards purchasing
a new winch when this one is shagged out.
A fairly large tent has also been purchased
for those towing trip out west. The tent has
a floor, internal partitions and flyscreens.
Similarly for the tent, a fee of$1 per person
per night will be charged for future replacement. So if you're keen on towing get your
tow endorsement and the sky is the limit.
A number of the faithful will be making
the annual Queen's Birthday long weekend
pilgrimage to Eungella again this year. For
those who are interested in coming along,
give me a call; I will be trying to co-ordinate
vehicles and Cookie is investigating the
feasibility of hiring a mini bus.

Dustan Hansen about to launch from Honeysuckle, Tumut
assisted by Peter Hansen & friends

New South Wales

Howdy all
I am very pleased to write this little script.
I have just come home from a very good
coastal flight with approximately 10 club
pilots. 10 gliders in the air, unbelievable for
around here. It was fa irl y busy, although we
all got into a good ridge soaring pattern
after a while.
The wind was pumping in at about 25-30
mph, coming up the face. A quite strong
take off but if done right, fairly easy.
Everybody got off extra well and gained
very good height immediately, so a very
good day was had by all.
Charlie had his maiden flight after an 18
month layoff due to a slight altercation with
the ground; flying very well with a smile
from ear to ear when he landed. Ian Duffy
broke all altitude records. Alf, Jimmy, Ozi,
Mark, Eroll, Billy, Brett and wife tandem,
and Ian and Rob tandem paraglider, all had
a great flying day. I also had an enjoyable
flight in my new Foil C2; what a machine
to fly. Carl and the boys from Enterprise
Wings really know how to make a great
Aussie product.
Everyone should feel welcome to come
up here to fly some of our excellent sites but
make sure you are rated accordingly and
fmancial members ofHGFA. Please try to
contact one of our friendly pilots as some
of our sites are quite dangerous and 2 visiting pilots have gone into the hill lately due
to uncommitted launches when the wind
was off the face.
So hang in there
DBrown

Northern Beaches Club

As the sea breeze begins to falter and
autumn peeks its nose around our headland,
the time has come to reflect on the summer
that's been. Unfortunately, our recollec-
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to the experienced
pilots on the
hill who'll
. give you the
ins and outs
of where to
go.

tions are highlighted with bad memories of
incidents that just should not have occurred.
The time for analysing has passed, but let
us keep in mind some of the lessons learnt
from the misfortune of our fellow pilots and
IHlNK about what we're doing as we look
forward to next summer.

A
brief
mention of
Chris Hill
~ before I sign
off. The thoughts of all club members are
with you in your convalescence and we
hope to see you soon.

veteran status was confirmed by their inability to walk upright for several days
afterwards. The Novice section was taken
out by Northern Beaches interloper, Jason.
The spot landings proved exciting with a
large contingent of short hairy families picnicking in the chute.
Of course you don't have to be a veteran
to feel pain, as Helen Jeffs found when she
suffered her second broken arm at Forbes.
Get well soon!
On the equipment front, local advances in
design work have resulted in personalised
sails with feature digital clock. Welcome
John!

That winds up this month - I'll see you at
the May meeting (which would've come by
now) when Brian Hayhow will be our
guest. See you there!

On the social side, Stanwell hosted the
wedding of the year when Peter Garbett and
Kerry Moore were married in a deeply
moving ceremony at St Ruby's Basilica.
A recent weekend in Tumut saw a continIn the meantime, fly high and keep safe
Pope Ruby himself officiated, with the supgency of our boldest and finest converge on John Hajje, President
port of a wide ranging clergy and a wonderthe Alps for some spectacular scenery begful team of petal-throwing virgins. It was
ging to be taken in from a great height. I~~;-~;:~-~=~::=""~:I great to see everyone resplendent in their
Owen Pearce notched up the best flight, I
fishnets. Most observers felt the true spirit
Graham Smith the best distance (and, as ~iii.UlI
of the event was captured when the happy
always, the greatest general assistance) and
couple attacked the cake with a meat
Stanwell Park Snippets
Ian Jarman contributed a priceless effort to
cleaver. If anyone is interested, Stanwell
As the sun sinks slowly on another Stanmake the weekend a success.
Club can now supply a full compliment of
Whilst on the subject of celebrities, our well summer, it's a good time to reflect on
officials to preside over your wedding,
very own home grown anarchist, Geoff events of the last six months or so. The
christening, burial or religious festival.
arrival of cooler weather means the deparMartin (alias "Wang" NQI "Name SupThe end of Summer was celebrated with
ture of most foreign pilots, but some of their
plied") has kindly donated a harness to the
a
well
attended party at the Cuss House and
deeds live on, like the Irish novice who
club to be used for our highly successful
a
weekend
of flying at Tongarra where Phil
water training sessions. From the rank and launched in a nor'easter, flew way back into
Flentji displayed his rooster in public, one
the park and wondered why he was rotored,
file, "Thanks, Wang".
what it actually meant, and how you spelt previously well-respected pilot, having forJust a brief bitch about landings at Long
it. Apparently part of the Irish intermediate gotten a hangcheck, had some tricky
Reef. Landing on the Golf course is not a
theory test is to write your name in block manoeuvring in the A-frame and the inparticularly sanctioned activity as far as the
come of Jambe roo Pub had its biggest boost
letters. Perhaps his overseas experience
Golf club is concerned. They normally tum
this
year.
will help.
a blind eye to us as the majority of pilots
The next meeting will be at Helensburgh
Not that the locals have been backward in
landing there know how to do it and where
Workers
Club on the first Sunday of May
their antics. Steve Gilmore and Danny Scott
to land. Unfortunately, that's NQI good
6.30
pm
where a club comp between
at
enough. ALL pilots landing there must were the only people to fmish in front of
Newcastle
and
Stanwell will be discussed.
Tomas Suchanek in Australia this year,
know how. They must know:
when Steve narrowly beat Danny in the rain
1. How to set up the approach.
marred Lawrence Hargrave competition.
Brett Atkinson also
2. Where to tum.
put in a great per3. When and where to expect rotor.
::
"~I' Eagle Eyes" flight glasses
formance to win the
:: $105 plain, $145 prescription, $165 Bi-focal ::
B Grade in the Na4. EXACTLY where to land.
;:
Wrap-around, metal or plastic frames
::
tionals.
5. A check for no golfers teeing off
::
Electronic Tow Meters - $185
::
Bernie
Baer
before the landing approach is even
considered.
dusted off his GTR
to take the honours
Denis Cummings
Unfortunately a few pilots lately have
at
the
Stanwell
flyPO Box 741
caused the Golf club to complain to us and
in
January,
with
in
Byron Bay 2481
threaten to stop us landing there indefinitePh (066) 856287
ly. Before you attempt this landing, speak Col McDougal
second .
Their ~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::-~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~
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State, Club & Region News continued ...

II

Victoria

The committee of the VHGA is currently
writing a comprehensive long term plan for
the sport in this state. The idea is to give
everyone involved in the sport some idea of
where the sport is going, what the goals and
priorities are and to try to identify difficulties and plan for them.

II

Q.l!12s.

except we don't own them. In most cases
we have extremely tenuous tenure over
them. There is much work to do in long term
site planning and development.

We are keen to see clubs develop around
the state as these groups are best able to deal
with most local issues. We need to develop
clear policies of support from the from the
VHGA to clubs.

Public and Promotion
Gone are the days when our Secretary can
be expected to cope with the demands of
publicising and promoting the sport. There
are sensitive areas of promotion involving
local council and Government authorities
and major promotional activities to secure
sponsors for competitions etc.

Competition
Victoria has a well run competition program in place. It may be possible with the
help of the promotion/publicity person to
fmd sponsors for our major hang gliding
and paragliding events. This will help to
upgrade the profile of the events, defray the
costs to entrants and give back money to

Some reorganisation of the committee
ma y be necessary and two new positions are
planned, Site Development Coordinator
and Promotion and Publicity.
We would like to invite any Victorian
pilot interested to make a submission (a
short letter or phone call would do) - it's
your sport, Ralph.
Here are some of the areas we intend to
address and some of the issues to consider.
Financial
It's gong to become more expensive to fly
and we can't just expect pilots' subs to pay
for everything, we will have to have plans
to raise money ourselves i.e. ckook raffles,
major sponsors etc.

...

~

Western Australia is coordinating a new
safety program which will involve all state
safety officers. You will soon see far more
activity in this area and as a state we must
take these new initiatives seriously as they
affect not only pilot safety but the image of
our sport. The safety record of the sport
impacts directly on which land owners are
happy to have us on their land.

~

Our sites are our most valuable "assets"
What do you mean, you forgot the gliders, Butch??
Springsure, Central Queensland

competitors who put out so much each year
on expensive equipment.
Paragliding
Are there any issues that are unique to
paragliding that need long term planning?
One might be the active development of
new sites to take the pressure off existing
sites.
~

What plans does this group have for the
future?
The COffil\littee has some ideas and we
now invite the state pilots to contribute to
this long term plan. This is important to us
all so give it some serious thought. We are
planning to have it ready by this year's
AGM.
Robin Gauld, State President

VHGA in general
G'day Victorians
Hope you've all been getting out there and
getting it up! Good cross country flights
inland have abounded in Victoria over
recent times. Numerous big distances have
been achieved out of the "Berrigan Boys"
Kilnyana paddock involving many border
crossings (which can be tricky up there) to
areas like Violet Town, St James, Boree
Creek, Tungamah, Lake Vrana, Yarrawonga, Barooga/Cobram to name a few.
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Baden Hall, Beavo, Warrick Duncan and
Andrew Fock (pre broken arm) have also
clocked up flights, many over 100 kms out
of the Birchip area, while Rohan and the
Ballarat lads have flown good distances off
Mt Cole. Especially Rohan's to Rochester
which has been the best flight in Victoria
this year to my knowledge. Vic Cross
Country League is over and it's a dead heat
between Rohan Holtkamp and Alan Beavis
- unbelievable, you'd think one of them
could have scratched out an extra
kilometre.
Almost as big a coincidence as Mike
Hoyne fmishing second to Patrick Jermy in
the Mt ColeNic Open Championships.
Patrick won by one point; Mike was in the
lead, but, another competitor's tum point
photo was not allowed which affected place
points making Patrick the wirmer. Bad luck
for Mike. Good luck for Patrick. The odds
of this happening in a hang gliding competition involving thousands of points would be
incredible. In any case congratulations,
Mike Hoyne; you are the Victorian Champion and a deserved one. I reckon it's good
to see a new face up there in No.1 spot.
On another note, a big welcome home to
Duncan Richardson who has moved back
to Melbourne from Canberra. He has
decided to move back here because "we've
got bigger mountains, and Mt Buffalo".
Speaking of Buffalo, Ray Kinder flew off
there the other day and crossed the Tawonga Gap "without instruments" and landed at
the Mt Beauty airstrip, this feat is not to be
attempted at home or by any readers!
Somebody told me a few jellyfish have
also crossed the gap - I would like to hear
the stories!
Anyhow gotta fly
Dobbo

Dearest Airheads
Moyes, Moyes, Moyes, Moyes, Moyes,
Moyes, Moyes; I hope that that, in some
small way, makes up for not mentioning
them as a major sponsor of the state titles
May 1992

held in February. My rr.=======~==========~il
oversight, I apologise
profusely.

Hook Knives
only $5 each!

Well boy howdy,

Cut webbing or rope up to 5mm thick.

things really do come
to a grinding halt

about this time, don't
Replaceable blade type.
they? It's not an entirely bad thing
Uses standard razor blade.
though, it gives me
P & P $1.50 extra.
the opportunity to
have a bit of a chat
about the more
pedestrian side of
flying. 'Pedestrian?' I
hear rustle past your
seasoned pi1ots'~==========================================~
Safety Officers. If you would like to know
chafed lips. What can I say? There's more
more, please make a show at Airsports, 42
to flying than flying.
Cunningham Tce, Daglish on Monday 16th
Let's start with a show of hands shal1 we?
June
at 8 pm. No brown shirts, and people
It's not that I am at al1 concerned with
personal hygiene, though I do worry about with very, very, very short hair may be
what lives in your hair MT. The show of looked at questioningly.

Adelaide Hang Gliding School
(Peter Bolton)
13 Percy St, Prospect SA 5082
Ph: 08 2694711

hands is, in fact, to determine just who does
attend the HGAWA meetings (first Tuesday of every month at the Rhein-Donnau
Club, 110 North Lake Rd Melville). To

Did you know that the Dally Oub was
organising a Quiz Night for Thursday 21st
May 7.30 pm at the Shenton Park Hotel? I
thought as much. Now that that excuse has

those of you who are ~-S-K-Y-C-Y-C-L-E-S-P-T-Y-L-T-D---""
not now madly wiggling a digit above your We have trikes new & used in
head, I can only make
stock ready for immediate
one assumption as to
delivery
it's whereabouts. Yes, I
know it brings a warm Trikes
glow to your cheeks,
but would you be so ):( Sky link Systems Hornet
B.C.A.R. Section S fully certified legal side by
kind as to extract it,
side 2 seater (dealer enquiries welcome)
wash it, and bring it to
the next meeting. I ):(
AirBorne Edge 582 LC (not currently certified)
can't believe that you
don't have anything ):( Pegasus Q
worth sharing with
other pilots. Don't you
Qualified instruction available
want your voice heard,
Hang gliders
your opinions discussed, your glass ):(
AirBorne Blitz
filled?
I know there are
people out there whose
interest in the sport
transcends the barrier
of simply logging airtime. Should you , as
the exceptional individual that you are,
fall into that category,
listen up. The pastime
is much in need of

):(

AirBorne Sting

):(

Mars 150 as new

SKYSAILOR

Phone for further information or test fly
John Goodrich
BId. 22 Second Ave, Moorabbin Airport
Mentone Vic

Phone (03)

5875975
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able to make it out on that Wednesday were
rewarded with height gains of up to 2 grand.

State, Club & Region News continued ...
been quashed I guess we'll see you there,
huh? Try to organise a table of 8 at $5 per
head. If you want to know more call
Graham Cameron; H 3812423, W
3813800. Sasha will take details failing
G.C.'s presence at work. Isn ' t it great
seeing people actively putting back into the
sport?

If you're looking for an avenue to get
ideas etc, out there to the flying public, why
not send info to our very own "High Flyer".
You can address pertinent issues or entertain us with that dining table classic about
a downtube, a pumpkin and a 4'8" pensioner. Send anything to: HGAWA, PO
Box 82, South Perth 6151. It would be great
to know what you guys in Telfer and Collie
are up to.

weekend. Overnight camping is OK on the
site. Thanks to Col and Sharon for this one.
There have been some great looking skies
lately as moisture has fed down from the
tropics, but not many pilots have made use
of them. Steve Blenk, Julius and Ross got
up in some convergence on a hot day at Mt
Terrible but only Steve went over the back
and got forced down by a thunderstorm. Col
and Sue Hansen got away from Illawarra
Hill under excellent skies but dropped out
after about 70 km due to over clouding. It
just-goes to show how early you have to be
,

,

1
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Steve Blenk is off to Japan soon to defend
his title in the Shima Seiki World Invitational XC Championships. Birgit Svens
will also be in Japan for the Women's preWorlds. Best of luck to them both.
Airtime of Moana have successfully triailed their "ATOM" platform towing system. It comes complete with automatic
level winder and the rewind and adjustable
tension feature are both operated from the
driver's position. Tows are very smooth
and it is possible to tow in 90° crosswinds
of up to 10 mph without any serious
t!)
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With the exception of mentioning the
bouncing baby Burfiend, that's the news for
this month. Congratulations to Andrea and
Pete on their new arrival (XT145) and the
baby.
Hang loose, David Cobbold

The SAHGA Saga

SAHGA

-- -------------------------"-----in order to get the best out of this site. Leave
town at 9 am and take off just after II.
Down on the coast there was a good day
at Tappa Nappa when the first cold snap of
the year helped create some excellent sea
thermals - up to 600 fpm. Those who were

problems. It is believed that other winch
builders are now trying to emulate this success.

Ace Udo-Nimb

Alan Goldsworthy of Rainbow Beach Phoenix HG School testing
a Mars 170 and camera setup for Richard Robeerts
Greetings, Croweaters. By the time you
read this, we should have signed the lease
for Tunka I ill a and gained vehicle access to
the bottom landing and training areas.
Remember, only one car at the bottom of
the hill at a time, in order to minimise track
damage, which we may well have to pay
for. Even if we're now moving out of the
season for S-SE winds, we 've now got
somewhere to hold a beach party and camp
overnight! All of this comes at some cost
and itwas agreed at the last executive meeting to increase the membership fees by $10
to cover this.
Col and Sharon Millard are staging a
"non-Comet" party on top of their hill, the
South Hummocks on the Anzac Day
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also
Varlo Sjostrom ex cond $500 ph 042 941898
XS 142 (Adv) white LE flouro yellow warp turquoise stripe gd cond $2500 ono also
Air Support Harness flouro yellow interior black
ex cond suit 5'6"-5'8" $500 ono ph Leith 065
565011
GlR 162 WB (Int) red & white heavy ultraweave
sailcloth ex cond $2000 ph Warren 065 565011
Moyes 169 (Adv) flown once ex as new cond with
fins & spare upright It blue LE yellow & dk blue
US power rib $4000 ph Bob Loudon (02) 938
5330

Stolen Green Moyes pod with white &
black stripe inel chute, Sjostrom vario, red
helmet (lots of rating stickers), ICOM
boom mike, headset & PIT switch for
radio. Taken from Sandy Creek Road at the
bottom of Watagans Saturday 28th March
please ph 049 523187

GlR 148 (Int) rare Swiss tube glider v light 25 kg
gd cond new side wires flies well perf for
smaller/lighter pilot $1200 ph 042 943665

NEW SOUTH WALES

XS Easy (Int) blue LE blue & lime US white MS
speed bar rubber backed airfoiled uprights spare
upright v gd cond $2000 ph Shirley 066 857147
BH

Moyes 162 World Beater (Int) new cond spare
upright base bar & fibreglass tip extra waterproof
bag $2000 ph Tim (066) 863883 W 876113 H
GlR World Beater (Int) blue LE white & yellow
US new hardware + wires no flutters $900 new
sail available for $2000 ph 043 343726 or 652344
1992 Foil Combat 2 Danny Scott comp glider
(Adv) pink LE blue top sail fluro green US comp
sleeved LE extended Xbars extra half rib battens
mylar sail fully worked v low hrs $3200 neg 043
328334

Gyro 180 (Nov) complete with hang harness gd
cond $750 ph Brian 065 628503
Airborne Edge 582LC dual ignition Rotax full
instruments 3 blade prop 70 hrs + trailer $13500
049547886

Mission 170 (Nov) brand new (test flown) Moyes
pod harness, helmet full spares kit all colour
co-ordinated 1st to see will buy $2500 ph Gary
047364264
Paraglider Falhawk Neo ex cond 30 hrs coastal
flying green with rainbow tips looks great $2800

Swiss Mars 150 (Nov) weighs only 19 kiios perl
ladies glider or lightweight person easy to land &
fly $2000 ono also
Afro Pocket Varlo Digital Alti & analogue vario
$400 ono also
Edge 582 LC Trike made to certified standard full
set instruments new motor with hydrodampner
trailer & full set covers plus aerotow system new
price to buy $21,000 sell for $17,000 ono also
Blitz 146 (Adv) new cond good colours $3500
ono will take trade intermediate glider ph (065)
565265
Danny Scott's competition Combat " (Adv)
used in only 3 comps ex cond $3300 ph (042)
943240
AirBorne Edge 582 LC dual ignition full instrumentation 70 hrs 3 blade prop with trailer
$13,500 ph (049) 592166 or 515587 AH
139 Combat (Adv) as new only 5 hrs airtime with
spare upright $2800
Ball varlo 651 $350
Future Wings plate harness $300 ph 042
681348
Mission 170 (Nov) black LE white MS blue US +
2 spare uprights gd cond $1700 ono plus
Steinbach pod (Austrian) suit 5'10"-6'2" red gd
cond $250 also
VW Campervan 1978 2 litre gd cond $4,500 ph
(02) 9132767

Steve Moyes & Erminio Bricoli (Italy) ready for launch, Bald
Hill, Australian Open - photo courtesy Tumut Adelong Times

Airwave Black Magic paragllder 24 sq m pilot
weight 55-75 kg v gd cond 20 hrs airtime complete with harness $2000 ono ph Alistair 02
3896591

,
\

VW Kombl Van roof racks double bed new 2 litre
fuel injection motor $3700 ph 042 943256

~

XS 155 (Adv) orange scrim LE power rib TS blue
US low hrs king post hang v gd cond $2000 ph
Moyes or HGFA 069 472888
FoIl160B (Int) flouro orange mylar LE black &
orange US aerofoil uprights & kingpost $1250
ono also
Blitz 155 (Int) grey LE grey & red US 1 summer
old $2700 ono ph Len 068 537220
Moyes XS 155 "Darth Vader" (Adv) less than 12
mths old full mylar a great performing glider white
MS grey & black US with flouro yellow batten
pockets & XS logo it will be sad to see my
favourite glider go $2900 ono contact Derrick 042
942305 H 02 9316870 W
GlR Racer (Int) ex cond $900 ono also
Ball 651 varlo $400 no offers also
Unlden UHF radio $375 ph Brett 047 826089
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:Market
Place continued ... :
L••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• J
Gyro 180 (Nov) black LE midsection red yellow
tips with cocoon harness gd cond $900 ono ph
Mark (043) 321277 AH
Harn ••• body bag unused perf cond
blue/red/white $300 ph (02) 6454888 ex 220 day
8886971 AH
MI•• lon 170 (Int) brand new only been flown
once by instructor flouro yellow LE turquoise &
flouro green & white US & white MS pretty glider
in amazing cond $2100 (044) 727736 or 018
630474
MI••lon 170 (Nov) perf cond blue LE white MS
$1800 ph Eric 018 293609 or (02) 5607261 AH
Foil 152C (Adv) full race 1st flown Eungella
comp, 1st Eungella 5th Corryong lilac LE pink &
white US v low hrs $3400 also
Afro Flight Deck Owen. Valley 8000 energy
compensated serviced recently in Germany $500
ph (042) 967796
Foil 152C (Adv) won Nationals B grade 16th in
Open all comp mods extra 1/2 batten full COmp
sleeves USA certified 14 mths old mauve & live
US own a proven performer $3100 ono ph Brett
(02) 7715259

$3150 also
Helm~t$50

ph Ian (042) 941656

FoIl160B (Int) gd cond rainbow US $900 ono ph
Chris 049 631840

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Foil 139 Combat (Adv) white MS & LE lime green
& purple US 18 mths old "A Beauty" $2500 ono
Birgit 08 3845742, 082230230 ex 6888 W or 08
2721337 after 1.6.92

XS Ea.y (Int) blue LE orange & yellow US faired
kingpost gd cond $2300 ono ph Gina (02)
3989740

Foil Combat 152 (Adv) ex-Carl Braden World's
glider '91 white trilam LE fluro yellow & grey US
sleeved LE extended X-bars extra half-battens
$2600 also
Foil Combat139 (Adv) as new only 10 days flying
white trilam LE pink & yellow US quick to set up
no half battens $3800 also
Aero 2 Race 165 (Int) less than 4 hrs airtime
immac pinktrilam LE & TE pink & grey US all the
new quick fittings ex-demo glider of only 3 outings
$2950 ono for details ph Peter Bolton (08)
2694711

Exchange XS Ea.y gd cond around $2300 willing to exchange for Aero Racer or Sting of
similar value &gd cond ph Gina (02) 3989740AH

MI••lon 170 (Int) gd cond yellow LE red US white
TS spare upright batten profile $1400 ph Martin
(08) 3462184

Moye. Mar. 170 (Nov) + upright harness + helmet mylar LE no dings v gd cond $1150 ph (02)
4892077

QUEENSLAND

Blitz 155 (Adv) 4 mths old purple LE & TE & flouro
yellow TS & US looks very hot! suit new glider
buyer $3700 ono new costs $4700 ph Wayne
(049) 292175
Gyro 180 (Nov) ex cond 30 hrs 1st to see will buy
$1200 ono matching harness & helmet incl ph
(043) 257908 W

Foil 152 Combat (Adv) purple & flouro yellow US
white TS sleeved batten profile manual & spare
upright 12 mths old never bent a tube top cond

XS 142 (Adv) as new 5 mths old power rib fluoro
pink & white must sell as owner going OS $3400
ph Fran 079574330

Ray Kinder several thousand feet above Keiwa Valley
Mt Bogong in background

/

Moyes XS 155 (Adv) flouro green & blue MS with
low hrs gd cond $2000 ono also
Moyes pod harness med $150 new parachute
$400 must sell ph Glen 070 937451
Foil Combat 152 (Adv) used 4 times ex cond
must sell $2900 ono ph 07 2040569
Aero 170 (Nov) blue/White 36 hrs young $2200
also
UHF Radio $300 also
Harness as new 6 flights $300 owner going
overseas will look at offers ph 070381425 ph Jill
070382066W
Mission 210 (Int) tandem glider gd cond $1700
also
Aero Race 170 (Nov) gd cond fluro yellow dk blue
US $2100 also
Aero 2 Race (Nov) demo ex cond pink LE quick
fittings $2600 ph 076 435631 or 018 761193
Mission 170 (Nov) 6 mths old only 30 hrs flying
time grey Le fluro yellow & blue US white TS ex
novice to intermediate glider at an affordable
price v gd cond $2300 also
Unlden Roadrunner 40 channel UHF handheld
5 BIG watts of power digital channel display
scanner hi-Io power also has Electrophone headset little use still in boxes $600 will trade on Blitz
146 or 139 Combat ph Steve 07 2094375
Blitz 155 (Adv) v gd cond latest frame & luff-line
specs spare upright suit 85 kg & up available for
inspection & test fly at Airborne $3200 for quick
sale leave message on 079 726730
XT Pro 165 (Int) orange LE lime green under
panel US 4 mths old 55 hrs inland flying time
$2650 ph (07) 3988782
Foil Combat Race 152C series (Adv) in top cond
pink/orange US grey LE only $2600 also
GTR Race (Int) gd cond $900 +
Moyes Pod suit 5'10"-6' $200 Steve AH (079)
473279 or Maree BH (079) 466691
GTR 162 (Int) blue LE white MS rainbow US tight
sail also Moyes Pod & PA parachute never been
deployed also Utek Varlo also tow bridle & 2
spare downtubes & base bar $2100 the lot & if
you want our
LWB Landrover with overdrive & duel fuel tanks
FWH huge rack carry as many gliders as you can
for $5500 great package deal for the keen pilot
ph (074) 833765
Trike It weight only 48 kg with GT 170 wing
Skylark320ccengine suit light pilot$1200 ph 074
833765
Moyes Mega" (Nov) suit beginner as new $500
ph Don 018 758786
Moyes XS 155 (Adv) king post hang point gd
cond $1500 only ph 073917805
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Foil 152C (Adv) fluro orange LE blue/green US
comp sleeves optional $2400 also
Mission 170 (Int) white LE green & pink US
$1400 ph 077 732913
Ban va rio 651 model with faired upright attachment really reliable $480 recently serviced ph
Scott (074) 475682
GTR Race 162 (Int) white with blue LE fair cond
$1200 ono also
XS 155 (Adv) It blue MS fluro green & white US
in gd cond $2300 ono also
Cocoon harness approx 6' blue and cocoon
harness approx 5'6" red $60 each ph Scott 018
755322 or 075 762225
Wanted Arrow I wing or GT 190 or similar in gd
cond ph Robert 071 520274 or 552417
Platform tow system genuine ATOL copy many
features incl self-contained launch platform structure automatic level wind dual brakes alloy drum
remote control for brakes & rewind motor 3000 ft
- 1/4" ultra-line pilot self-activated release $3000
ph for further info Ron 07 8682388 W or Dave 07
2083800 H

VICTORIA
Moyes 151 GTR WB (I nt) v gd cond recent
factory overhaul black LE pink US kevlar TE price
$1250 also
Rumour 156 (Adv) gd cond superb performer
orange LE black & yellow US $2500 also
Paragliders Fun & Fly 1 x alpine/novice X'Cell
25.5 m 2 fluro pink & yellow 1 high perf Arrow 26.5
m 2 blue & yellow both in ex cond incl 1 harness
& 2 backpacks $2750 the lot or may separate 03
7638196
Trike Wings sails for high performance 95.10
trikes (owner!builder category) call John on 03
5970527 for information
Foil Combat 139 (Adv) as new cond mauve Le
pink/grey US $3600 going OS Carol 03 8694575
W 03 5278148 H
XS 155 (Adv) flies & looks great only flown on
Sundays $2000 ph 03 5987141
GTR 162 Race (Int) green LE green &orange US
$1000 ph John Duffield 03 7210200 W
Skytech Fllghtdeck altimeter 0-20,000 ft dual
scale vario 0-800, 0-1600 fpm airspeed indicator
incl dual batteries wall charger & ball clamp gd
cond $450 ph 03 7621364

pink & white MS It blue & grey US fully faired
speed bar ex cond $1600 ono will trade also
World Beater GTR 162 (Int) red mylar LE yellow
& white MS yellow & red US fully faired speed bar
gd cond $1500 also
World Beater GTR 175 (I nt) blue LE pink US fully
faired speed bar gd cond $1400 ono also
XS 142 (Adv) fluoro yellow LE & MS (power rib)
white US ex cond $3000 ono also
Mission 170 (Int) fluoro yellow LE white MS
fluoro orange & yellow US ex cond $2000 ono
also
Mission 170 (Int) black LE white MS flouro yellow
US ex cond speed bar $1900 ono also
Edge 582 dual ignition AirBorne trike comes with
cover & Ultracom intercoms ex cond $13000 ono
ph Stephen Ruffels (057) 551724
GTR 151 Race (I nt) gd cond orange LE
white/grey US flies nicely $700 also
Moyes pod harness & parachute red v gd cond
suit 5'8"-6' $400 also
Uniden Sundowner UHF + charger & speaker
mike $300 also
Litek vario & Thommen altimeter in fibreglass
pod $200 ph Rob 03 3869212
Foil140B (Int) ex cond $1000 ph 038763981
Foil 152C Combat (Adv) in top cond only 12 hrs
airtime fluro pink LE turquoise US white MS
comes with separate comp sleeves (not yet fitted)
batten profiles & manual, recession special
$2750 ph 03 8763981
Zenoah 484 cc 2 cylinder horizontally opposed 2
stroke 45 hp v smooth suit trike $1000 ph 03
8763981
Mars 190 (Nov) flies well $650 ono also
Cocoon harness suit 5'10"-6' v gd cond $10003
7074179
Foil 152 Combat (Adv) $3000 also
Moyes pod with chute $600 also
Sjostrom vario/alt $550 can deliver interstate ph
057751365
Paraglider Pro Design Corrado 13 less than 1
hr flying time suit 70 kg+ also harness rucksack

reserve chute varlo will separate ph Graeme
057652363
Moyes Mission 150 (Nov) fully faired with speed
bar same as XS Easy perfect intermediate glider
in ex cond $1950 also
Air Support bag harness with chute ex cond
suit 5'9"-6' $550 also
UHF radio Regency handheld with speaker mike
custom bag & charger ex cond $300 also
Sky tech Flightdeck instrument deck with
Skywatch ASI works great $250 AH 03 7353094,
BH 018381279
Mission 170 (Int) purple LE gold mid blue excond
only 12 hrs airtime won't last long at $2200 John
(057) 522694

ACT
Mission 170 (Nov) blue LE blue white & grey
heavy duty sail harness to suit up to 6' towing
bridle $2300 ph John 06 2540509
Mission 170 (Nov) low hrs 1 owner gd cond blue
LE & yellow & white US $2100 ono ph Martin 06
2275664
Moyes GTR (Int) white MS gold LE gd cond $700
ph 06 2885347 H, 2490236 W

WA
XS 142 (Adv) made Nov '91 near new cond $3500
ph Gary 09 4781428
Wanted GTR 148, 151 or similar glider for 60 kg
pilot saving for a newey, but going crazy stuck on
terra firma eastern states response welcome ph
Phil 097 522096 B
Apex medium Paraglider as new condition
$2000 also
Paramotor JPX twin cylinder $4000 also
AirBorne Buzzard trike with Arrow I 170 wing
170 hrs gd cond 3 blade carbon fibre prop incl
trailer & ballistic chute $7500 ono also
Denis Cummings tow metre as new $100 ph
John 09 3833137

Peter Bolton launching a Combat at Yosemite National Park
California. Pilots must book in advance to fly here and launch before
9 am for a sled ride into the valley - photo by Geoff Dossetor

GTR 162 Racer (Int) + spare hang loops $1500
also
Helmet $30 also
UHF CB Sundowner with headphone switch box
$300 ph Geoff Ellis 054478557
Foil Combat 152 (Adv) pink LE pink & grey US
white MS gd cond $2200 also
Foil160B (I nt) blue LE red blue & rainbow US no
flutters $1200 also
Mars 190 (Nov) yellow LE blue & yellow US
floating Xbar never pranged gd cond $1400 ph
Ted 03 5966658
XS 142 (Adv) tip levers gd cond flies well $2800
also
Ban 651 vario & altimeter gd cond $480 will
cover freight ph 03 5722568
Wanted High performance hang glider will consider any make or model but must be in gd cond
& priced fairly ph Steve 03 7361780
XS Easy (Int) fully faired speed bar blue LE white
MS orange & blue US gd cond $1800 ono will
trade also
World Beater GTR 162 (I nt) blue mylar LE flouro
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AIRBORNE WINDSPORTS Pty. Ltd
Unit 12/30 Kalaroo Road
Readhead NSW 2290
Australia
Phone (049) 499072
Fax (049) 499395

On Thursday 16th April 1992, the AirBorne EDGE 582 received
accreditation from the Civil Aviation Authority.
(Approval number AD 32-1).
We would like to take this opportunity to thank all our customers and
dealers that have supported us over the years and help this dream
become a reality.

fl'eam .9l.ir'Borne

